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STUDENT NEWSPAPER O,F THE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Dean--Search
C'riteria
On March 17and on March 20, the Faculty Dean Search
Committee proposed a list of five criteria to be considered in
reviewing the nominations for the position of dean of the
National Law Center. upon Dean Kramer's retirement in
June 1979.These criteria were reviewed by the Student Dean
Search Committee and a few recommendations for change
were adopted in an attempt to assist the Faculty Committee
with constructive comment. The following are' the
recommendations to the Faculty Committee which were
unanimously adopted by the- Student Committee., (Underlined phrases indicate a proposal to add to the content of
the statement of criteria recommended by the Faculty Dean
_Search Committee. Specific comment and explanation appear after each criterion, where the Student Committee felt
that elaboration was appropriate.)

SouP. S.ustained
by Prof. John Banzhaf '

FTC' of deceptive advertising
were simolv ordered to stop; an
order frequently referred to as
From Soup to mouth wash?
a "go 'and.sin no more" penalty.
The U.S. Supreme Court, in
declining to review a decision by , Such a oreler had little deterrent
effect, and did nothing to over'the FTC requiring Listerine ads
, to carry a warning about its come the misimpressions created
in the mind of the public by the
ineffectiveness in combating
deceptive ads.
colds, upheld a principle
Three law students in the Legal
established by a' GWU law,
Activism course developed a new
student group called S.O.U.P.
idea: persuade the FTC that
Prior to SOUP's actions,
it
had the power' to order comeompanies found guilty by the
parties to tell the public, in future

LSC Funding'

-Pr?ven administrative abil!ty
-Leadership capacity that will
by ShelleyGrant
or evidence of strong pr?mlSe strengthen
the feeling of
The House Appropriations
the~e.of;. ,(endorsed
WIthout professional, collegiality among
Subcommittee on the Departmodification)
..
.'
the faculty, students, alumni and
ments of State, Justice land
(Comment: Administrative - bar and which will further
Commerce, the Judiciary, 'and
ability ot. candidates may be develop the National Law Center
deIJ.10nstrate~ not only ,~y as a focal point for professional Related Agencies is in the
a.chievement In the academic scholarly, and community ac- process of considering the
recommendation it will submit to
field
but
also
by ac- tivities:
com~lishme!1ts in gov~rnment
(Com'ment: 'Emphasis should Congress regarding funding of
service, private p~actice and be .placed on the dual focus of "the Legal Services Corporation
(LSC). LSC is the primary funother
organizations
not professional collegiality.. First
ding
source for legal aid
specifically
confined
to the new dean should be con:
educ~ti?nal.institutio~.).
. cerned with promoting unity programs all over the country.
-DlstIngulsh~ achievement in within the National Law Center. Last year, the appropriation to
the legal profession through legal In addition the new dean should LSCwas $205million; this year,
$305million is sought. Despite a
schol~rship or. profes~ional be cogniza~t of the special status
letter from William B. Spann,
practice and. through servIce to of communityactivism and legal
.President iot the ABA, urging
the commumty;
clinics at GW in order to foster
President Carter to support the.
(~omment: .In. addition to the continuing relationship of the
achievement within the legal National Law Center with other full $304million request, Carter's
profession, candidates should legal activities in the Washington recommendation is $255million.
It is thought that the Subpresent a well-balanced per- metropolitan area. Finally, the
committee's. recommendation
spective of the role of attorneyswill be the(maximum either
in society as a whole.)
Please turn to page 14
house of Congress will approve,
and that this recommendation

Moot Court.
Competition
by Barry Hartman
On Thursday, April 20, 1978,at
8:00 P.M., the final round of the
first year moot court competition
will be held in Room 108 of
Building C. Sponsoredby the Van
Vleck Case Club, the final round
promises to be both challenging
for the participants and interesting
for observers, according to Ms. Christy Fisher, cochairperson of the Van Vleck
, Honor Board. Ms. .Fisher stated
that six area federal judges, from
Washington, Virginia,
and
Maryland, willsit as the Supreme
Court for the competition. The
Chief Justice will be Judge
George E. MacKinnon of the
United
States
Court
of
Appeals for the District of
Columbia. His associates will be

Judge Gerhard Gesell and Judge
Oliver Gasch of the United States
District Court for the District of
Columbia; Judge Oren Lewis of
the United States District Court,
for the Eastern District of
Virginia; -Judge D. Dortch
Warriner of the United States
,District Court for Richmond,
Virginia; and Judge Herbert
Murray of the United States
District Court for the district of
Baltimore.
The issue should be of interest
to many law students, said Ms.
Fisher, because it involves an
attorney's refusal to comply with
a subpoena duces tecum issued
by a grand jury. The attorney has
raised as defenses, the fifth and
sixth amendment, and the attorney-client privilege.
The Petitioners for the final
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round are Mr. Andrew Mohr and
Ms. Margaret Moore. They will
represent the attorney. Mr._
Richard Deering and Mr. Frank
Campbell will be Respondents.
All four finalists will receive one
credit unit for reaching and
participa ling in the finals. The
winning team will also' receive
appropriate awards.
All students are urged to attend, especially if they are interested in participating in the
upper class competition in the
fall. Satisfactory participation in
the upper class competition
meets the writing requirement
and each participant earns one
credit unit as well. The winners
of the upper class competition
each receive $100.00 and two
credit units.

will be determined by the Subcommittee the third or fourth
'week in April.
For the sake of perspective,
consider the following: The
budget of the Atlanta Legal Aid
Society',
(serving. -, ONE
METROPOLITAN
AREA I)
exceeds $1 million; over 6.4
million poor persons live in areas
with .no legal aid programs
whatsoevei;the $99 million increase would enable LSC to fund
the hiring of ahnost 2,000 more
attorneys for existing programs
and new programs, increasing
the ration of legal aid lawyers to
poor persons to 2 per 10,000(as
contrasted with 15 per 10,000for
middle and upper income
Americans), and enable LSC to
establish
special
outreach
programs to make legal .aid
available to the handicapped and
institutionalized. Clearly, legal
aid needs the money.
, Here is the bottom line. It is
the ooinion of -Robert Evans
ABA lobbyist, that 'several
thousand letters from across the
country ._.to Subcommittee
members could wing the vote.
The Law Student Division of the
ABAis encouraging a nationwide
letter-writing campaign directed
toward the members of the
Subcommittee, urging that the
committee
recommend
appropriation by Congress of th~
full $304million requested. The
members of the Subcommittee
are: John M. Slack (Chairperson,
D, 3rd-W.Va.>, Neal Smith CD,
4th-Iowa), John J. Flynt CD,6thGa.), Bill Alexander CD, 1stArk.) , Yvonne Braithwaite
Burke (D, 28th-CaU, Joseph
D. Early (D, 3rd-Mass.), Elford
A. Cederberg (Ranking Minority
Meml;ler, R, 10th-Mich.), Mark
Andrews (R, at large-N.D.) and
Clarence E. Miller (R,10th-Ohio).
, An illustrative letter is posted
on the ABA-LSDbulletin board,
but individual letters with
references to needs 'and accomplishments of local legal aid
programs would be helpful. Most
important, though, is sending a
letter and sending it NOW.

ads,how they had been deceived
in the past. The problem was then
how to persuade the FTC that it
had this power. ,
As a test vehicle for their new
idea' the students chose a
proceeding brought by the FTC
against Campbell's Soup Company, according to the charges,
the soup company had deceived
people by 'putting clear glass
marbles in the bowls of soup
which were .photographed for
magazine advertisements. The
marbles pushed the noodles or
other ingredients to the top,
making it look as if the soup was
brimming with these dainty
morsels. "Unfair," cried the
FTC. Rather stupid, cried
members of SOUP (Students
Opposing Unfair Practices), but
a good vehicle to test our new
theory.
SOUP petitioned the FTC,
asking permission to intervene
into the proceeding for the
purpose of opposing the conventional "go and sin no more"
order, and to argue that the FTC
should invoke the new remedy of
"corrective advertising." As a
result of ~ the considerable
publicity they had generated, two
second-year law students were
permitted to present - their
argument orally to the ful~
Commission and to a standingroom only crowd.
The FTC sidestepped the
group's request to intervene,granting it defacto but not de jure
- and approved the original weak
order
against
,Cambells:However, their written opinionin
the case recognized for the first
time that the FTC had the power
to require companies which had
lied in the past to confess their
sins to the public, in future ads,
and ruled that the power wouldbe
applied in appropriate cases.
_ The FTC did order corrective
advertising in a number of
future cases including those
against a diet bread (which had
less calories per slice only
because it was sliced thinner), a
trade association promoting
sugar, and many other cases.
SOUP meanwhile went on to
become the first consumer
organization ever permitted to
intervene formally in an FTC
deceptive advertising proceeding
(against " Firestone
Tires)
and to receive the payment of
their expenses for representing
consumer interests before the
agency.
SOUP was one of the first
student
"legal-action
organizations formed under Prof.
John Banzhaf as part of his
course in Legal Activism. In
those days the course was called
Please turn to page 16

Page Two

Dedication
,

"-

J.P. Steven~ Struggle

'

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establislunent of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to asesmble and to petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances."
.
The founding fathers could not have realized the overwhelming
importance of these words to the evolution of a society whose
primary achievements have grown directly from its tolerance' and
promotion of unimpeded communication. In '.science.jn the arts,
in politics, and in every phase of human activity in which a singular
or collective conception is manifested in a contribution to progress,
the accumulation of prior thought and the open transmission, of
ideas to persons interested in gaining a new formulation, have been
the bases of evaluating and implementing what is and what may
be. Speech is tantamount to action and it is only through the unwavering protection of this fundamental right to receive,
process; and relate impressions that any society can foster free will
in the interest of the ultimate development of individual advancement.
Freedom of speech has long been recognized as the princlpal
natural right of free people and the essential cornerstone of any
society which is truly dedicated to the furtherance of its constituents. The protection ofthe right of expression, even if it permits the perpetration of a fallacy, is essential to the stability and
airness of governance because it is through its collision with
error that truth may be discerned. This is the principle which
underpins the adversary contest. It is also the, primary source of
the strength and viability of democracy. Most persons may choose
not to exercise their right to speak in any form which may be
beneficial to themselves or constructive to the other beings with
whom they share the planet. Some may choose to abuse the
privilege to the detriment of public knowledge ..But regardless of
whether the right to speech may be commonly Ignored or abused,
those who are vested with the power of administering rules of.order
must not impinge upon the freedom to communicate. IroD1c~ly,
attempting to restrict the right is probably the most effective
method of encouraging its exercise.
Implicit in the principles of competitive fairness which underly
freedom of speech, though it is often overlooked in the operating
~rocedures of manyprtvate forums not interested in presenting
Ibothsides of a story, is the right of any opinion to gain access to the
media. Even though the state may take no action to restrict
!promulgation of a particular point of view, the right to air conflicting conceptions of an iSl;lueis effectively curtailed when those
who control the press refuse to permit publication of unwelcome
or even inaccurate ideas. Despite the non-applicability of the First
Amendment to the editorial discretion of private publishers, the
merit of presenting divergent and competing approaches
to the
news should be recognized by parties controlling the content and
format of representations which are promulgated to the public. To
the extent that the members of the present editorial staff of the
Advocate are involved in the production of the newspaper next
year, we commit ourselves to opening the Advocate to any view
point on any issue from any member of the University community.
Freedom of speech is our dedication. Equitable editorial policy is
one of our primary concerns and we welcome comment on the
propriety of our procedural objectivity. We also vigorously encourage active participation in the Advocate regardless of the
writer's frame of reference or specialization of interest. Let us
hear from you.
.
This philosophical bullshit is easy. When it comes to implementing the propositions, however, a few of the practicalities of
reality make adjudication and policy decisions a little sticky. Even
the highest authorities of the judicial system in this nation have not
yet been able to develop and impose a just formulation of what the
law is in regard to the First Amendment.
Unfortunately, a critique of the existing interpretations of the
freedom of speech is beyond the scope of this comment. In fact,
there is rapidly diminishing opportunity for further exercise of the
right to speak via duplication of ink blots on this scrap of
newsprint and I have not yet gotten to the substance of the
dedication. So much for substance. Since there's no more space to
present even a few of the issues, you'll have to develop them and
answer the questions yourself.
See page 5 for some upcoming historical commemoratives to help
put it in perspective.
The Advocate
Basement Bacon Hall 676-7325
Editor: Dana Dembrow
Production Managers: Bill Lieth, Stephen Reimer
Business Managers: William Permutt, Judith Dein
Contributors: Prof. John Banzhaf, Shambhu Chopra, Marvin Dang,
Shelley Grant, Barry Hartman, Jim Heller,:
Jonathan Katz,
Robert King, Kurt Kobelt, Melvin Marshall, Ron Ostroff, Joel
Seidemann, Snoop, Prof; David Weaver.
The opinions expressed herein are not' necessarily those of the
Editorial Board, the National Law Center, or George Washington
University.
.

by Barvara Samuels
The way Rev. Edward Fleming
sees' it, the Southern textile
workers
struggle
"isn't
a
question of a big union v. a bi.g
company-J.P.
Stevens. It IS
question of Southern workers
coming into the 20th century. The
fundamental
issue here is a
company that will not let workers
have a free election without intimidation."
Like most other
residents of Roanoke Rapids,
N.C., Rev. Fleming has spent the
better part of his life working in a
J.P. Stevens textile mill. NoW he
is the fulltime minister of several
churches and a leader in the
struggle waged by his neighbors
and parishoners, and many of the
other 45,000 Stevens workers in
the company's 85 plants in the
Southeast.
Their struggle
is
aimed not only at overcoming a
hundred years of virulent-and
vioient:""-antiunionism
in the!
South,but
also three hundred
years of racism " which have
combined to 'keep Black and
white workers in the South poor
and powerless.
It was just this situation which
attracted J.P. Stevens, and other
textile
companies,
to the
Carolinas, .Ieaving empty red
brick mills and unemployment

lines behind
them in New
England. Today, stevens is the
nation's second largest textile
company with yearly sales of 1.5
billion dollars, and a tight knit
management still dominated by
Stevens
family
members
traditionally opposed to outside
influence over the company's
affairs, and described as conservative, even by Wall Streetstandards .. This is the. corporation which has been singled
out ,by
the
Amalgamated
.Clothing and Textile Workers'
Union, and the American labor
movement, as the focus of the
most concerted effort since the
New Deal to organize Southern.
industry. J.P. Stevens, is considered
to be the. key to
organizing North Caroina, and
North Carolina the key to the
entire South. Since the South's
large pool of unorganized, low
wage workers has traditionally
been the Achilles heel of the labor
movement, and a potent weapon
for business, the organizing drive
at Stevens is seen by labor and
business alike as a crucial test.
As Rev. Fleming
says "We
believe we are involved in a
struggle . that is not only a
Southern struggle, but one that
will help all of us. We have an
opportunity to put this country

back on the course it should be "
Until recently, the workforce
the Southern textile mills was
composed entirely of poor, rural
whites, known as "lintheads"
while blacks were excluded:
Today Stevens work force is 23
percent black, but blacks remain
in the lowest paid, and dirtiest
jobs. So perhaps it is no accident
thatit is they who have been most
v~al and.ac~ive. in the organizing
drive. It IS significant that ACT\.VU has been successful
in
organizing drive. It is significant
that ACTWU has been successful
in- organizing integrated locals
in Stevens plants; a necessity if
they are to have any hope of
success.
Yet,
the Stevens
movement also has much of the
moral and religious spirit of the
civil rights movement. A union
rally in Greenville, S.C. the night
preceding the company's annual
stockholder meeting commenced
in prayer, and ended with the
singing of "We Shall Overcome".
"The struggle is still with us",
Rev. Fleming says, but now the
focus has been broadened to
includeworkingclasswhites
and
centered around the co~mon
grounds of work and religion.
Viewed in this context the implications of the Steven~ struggle
are far reaching and profound.

in

-Ethics Reform
The Legal Ethics Committee of
the District of Columbia Bar has
proposed several modifications
the disciplinary rules of Canon 9
of the Code of Professional
Responsibility. The purpose of
the amendments is to regulate
the "revolving door problem"
whereby lawyers may move back
and forth between goverriment
service and private practice. The
reasons for the "problem" are
self-evident. When an attorney
derives professional contacts and
.expertise in a particular field of
administrative
law, he or she
becomes valuable as a potential
employee of legal interests on
either side of the issue. Oftentimes attorneys will enter
government service immediately
following law school but leave
their agency after only a few
years to pursue opportunities
afforded by private business. The
potential for abuse of a free-

flowing job market is that it may
tend to undermine the ability of
agencies to effectively regulate
industry if the lawyers doing the
regulating are looking to the
indust~y' for future employmenL
As IS true of any ethical issue,
!here. ar~ positive and negative
Imphc~tlOns
of the present
guidelines
as well· as the
proposals
forcha':lge.
The
Young Lawyers Section of the
Bar Ass~ciation of the District of
Columbia has undertaken
an
exten~ive investigation into the
question and concluded recently
that the proposed amendments,
are contrary to the public interest.
The
grounds
for
their
rec?~mendat!on
for substantial
. revision or rejection of proposed
am~ndments to the Canons of
Ethic~. are: (A) Government
~ecru.ltlng of attorneys will t e
impaired.. (B) Young lawyers

will be denied professional opportunities.
(C)
Judicial
clerkships WIJl be discouraged.
(E) The provision of DR 9-102(b)
for waiver
of the imputed
disqualification is open to abuse.
Notwithstanding
how this
unusually specific ethical issue
may be resolved, the ultimate
professional standards which are
executed in the practice of administrative law will be determined primarily
by the individual conscience of each of
the practitioners
who are
dedicated to serving the public.
The principles expressed in the
canons are meaningful only to
the extent that they provide
positive guidance which is implemented
in the course of
routine administration by those
who are cognizant
of and
responsive to the dictates of the
common welfare.

--

-Kempler' Clarification
The following paragraph was rece.nt: years are no longer
part of the GW National Lawyers pr?~ldIDg u~ with their teaching
abllity. David Kempler was, and
Guild Dean Search Statement
which appeared in the last issu~ IS,approved by the faculty to be a
part-time professor at GW, but
of the Advocate:
last ~ear he was rejected when he
"T~aching ability should be the
apph~ for a full- time position
ma~o~ factor both in tenure
for this academic year, . ."
decisions and in hiring new
We are happy to report that
faculty .. .ITEM: Two part-time
Mr.
~empler will be teaching
professors who received among
the highest student ratings in. here m. the 1978-79 academic
year. HIS appointment occurred

SOFTBALL FINALS

Master

Batters

oil the same day the last Ad·
vocate went to press. The
position he will hold next year
constitutes something in between
part-time and full-time positions.
At the risk of repea ting ourselves, we reiterate our view that
Mr. Kempler exemplifies the
caliber of teacher who should be
appointed
to
full-time
professorships
at the LaW
Center.

11 Donkey
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Page Three

The Rising Cost o.f a LegClI Education,
by Dana Dembrow
In 1864 General Sherman
burned his way toward Savannah, and the eyes of the nation
turned south in anticipation of the
final demise of the Confederacy.
In Washington, the Old Trinity
Church on Judiciary Square was
fitted for classrooms and Samuel
Tyler, a reknowned legal author
of the times, was appointed
professor. The next year the
nation's capital received its first
law school
and
George
Washington University more
than doubled in size.
The Honorable
William
Merrick was the instructor of the
first senior class, assisted by
three professors, pioneering the
art of legal training in the days
,when most practitioners followed
" the apprenticeship
route.
Blackstone's
Commentaries

headed the reading list for first
year students arid the entire cost
of tuition for a law degree was
$150, For those who weren't
initially confident of making it
through the' two-year program,
or whocouldn't come up with the
total amount in one payment, the
fee wac;a whopping$80per year.
A lot has" transpired In the
course of legal education since
the first 60graduates of GWLaw
School marched down the aisle
intoreality back in 1867.Supreme
Court justices rarely offer to
teach our classes any more and
for the past 80 years the Juris
Doctorate degree at GWhas been
a three-year course of study
instead of' only two. The
monetary cost of the degree has
also changed a little in the past
113years,
Thirty years ago, tuition at the
National Law Center was orily

$10 per semester hour. The exGI's who enrolled at the
end of WorldWar II and received
veterans benefits got away for
even less. Today, tuition rises so
consistently that GW charges
different rates depending on
students' year of graduation. The
Law Center Bulletin announced a
projected increase in the rate for
full-time students' of $1,000between, 1977 arid 1979, a rise of
about 16percent per year.
That's about double the rise of
the overall cost of living. Most of
us have gotten used to the steady
climb of the price index, and no

the vicious cycle called inflation
which impinges everybody's
purchasing power.
It's difficult for non-economists
to pretend to offer any solutions.
It's difficult enough to even know
what questions to ask. So in the
interest of numerical accuracy,
and as an easy 'out' of a fan-"
tastically complex' problem that
neither _business, government,
nor our own GWUhas been able
to solve, further imprecisions of
word are supplanted with this
diagram of the rising cost of
tuition at the National Law
Center.

$120
Projected Tuition 1978-79: $110/sem.hr,
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humanistic, background is 'im.pressive. Past teaching ex:
The faculty demonstrated at perience includes work at
the meeting on March 20"that Columbia, Rutgers, N.Y.U., and
they are interested in student here atG.W.U.
input in the search for a new
Selection of several part-time
dean. The faculty dean search faculty members was also apcommittee was' prepared to proved by the full faculty. These
present before the full faculty a include Lorence, Seecrest who
set of preliminary
recom- will teach the .mass media'
mendationsregarding
basic course, replacing Prof, Cohen.
criteria for the selection. Also Jason Cogin,a former U.S. Atprepared was a list of persons torney, will teach the evening
whohad either been contacted by crime lab course.. Oliver Hoyt,
the faculty dean search com- apparently a nature nut, will
mittee or who had themselves teach the course in Natural
asked the 'committee to place' Resources Law. Louis R. Cohen
their names 0"0 the list. This list will' teach, the course in
was in no sense a comprehensive securities, following the- uncompilation of persons who fortunate death of Danny Cohen.
would be considered for the
In a related matter, occurring
position.
The student dean subsequent to the faculty
search committee had earlier meeting, it was announced that
informed the faculty committtee Prof. Kempler is returning to :
that the student dean search teach tax. This followed the
committee
had completed
abrupt announcement by Prof.
organizational activities and was Fielding that he planned to
prepared to actively begin in- devote his time to private
teracting with the corresponding, practice, Wewelcomeall of these
faculty committee. Despite the individuals to the bedlam of this
late start by the student body, the institution.
faculty committee agreed to
remove their recommendations,from the agenda before the full
faculty so that students could
, evaluate the criteria, comment
on the list ofpotential candidates,
and offer selections of their own.
While this activity is not very
dramatic, it is one of the more
important events occurring in the
by Prof. David Weaver
school this year.
At the full faculty meeting,
The faculty recently approved
Prof. Miller was granted anew
two-hour course on
emeritus status. Prof. Miller's Community Property: Law to be
announcement of retirement offered for the first time in' the
after 18 years at the National first summer session. Since the
Law Center created an opening course is new, the catalogue
for a full time faculty member. offers no information about it.
This position is not a tenure tract This article is designed to supply
positionas no time was available some.
to comply with an affirmative
Eight states in the Far West
action order. that resulted from' and
Southwest
(Arizona,
past discrimination, at .th~s California, Idaho, Nevada, New
school. Prof.· Rothschild s Mexico, Louisiana, Texas and
committee,
in seek,ine: .a Washington> have a special
qualified person to fill this system of, property law apposition, actively sought and plicable to property acquired by
received student input in the married couples during the
'selection. The committee ap- marriage. This system, derived
pears to have selected an out- from French and Spanish an'standing per~on, Susan Del a tec~ents, is known as. comRosa.
Her activist
and mumty property, and differs

, one can complain that we weren't
forewarned of the probability of
continued increases. The sting is
also tempered when one compares GW with the growing
tuition rates at other schools, or
takes a gasp at the Med School
tuition. But one wonders how
much everything cancost before
someone asks for an mcrease in
return per increase in dollar
expended. "We have to charge
more because they charge
more," and they have to charge
more because somebody else is
char-ging more, and that
dilemma ad ,infinitum creates

by Stephen.Reimer
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Clinical

Suppor,

,,' tat'ron SIS
k"ll" meIudi ng school snouid continue to take
(Editor's note: The following represen
statement was prepared, by the how to interview. negotiate,
advantageof the school's unique
Student Ad Hoc Committee on research legal issues, draft legal setting by expanding its
Clinical Education. It is being pleadings and litigate. The clinical programs.
circulated in petition form and clinical programs also provide us,
The National Law Center has
has been signed by about '200 with an opportunity to serve the . developed a reputation for exstudents to date.)
community which fulfills an cellence in its clinical programs.
The clinical programs offered important responsibility of the We feel strongly that in order
at the National Law Center are a law school. Thus, the clinical to maintain this reputation for
significant element of OUl; legal . programs serve the dual function excellence as well as to improve
education. Through the clinical of educating students and serving "and expand the existing clinical
programs, students are able to the public. Given the location of programs, -there is a need for
gain practical legal experience the National Law Center in the increased allocations ofmoney to
and learn
a variety
of District of- Columbia, th~ law attain more supervising at, torneyaand to make available
additional physical space so as to
ease existing space limitations
and accomodate future expansion.
We urge the faculty to give
clinical education a high priority
as it reassesses the direction of .
the Law Center. Specifically,we
significantly from the marital both groups of states.
request that the Faculty' and
property law of the other forty. Student Dean Search Comtwo states. Until now, the school Although this course will be,' mittees make certain that the
has offered, no systematic -essentially a property law
new Deans have an untreatment
of. community course, if there is time it will also
derstanding of clinical education
property though it is touched deal with the special tax conand a demonstrated commitment
upon incidentally in a variety of sequences
of
community
to it.
property law courses.
property and with the impact of
.,state
ERA consititutional
That gap in the curriculum has amendements or status on
now been corrected. Obviously, traditional ,community property
Commencement exercises will
the subject should have sub- law.
be conducted on Sunday, May 21
stantial interest for students
Any students who may be in- at 1:30p.m. in the Smith Center.
intending to practice in a com- terested in. taking community The
Honorable
Mortimer
munity property state; but italso property but who are not enrolled Maxwell Caplin will address the
has a growing interest for in the course offered in the up- graduating
class and the
students (and lawyers> in other coming summer session, should Honorable John Johnston Wilson
jurisdictions. In a mobile society contact Prof. Weaver (room 404, will be receiving an honorary
there are many married couples Stockton Hall, x6775 to make degree.' A reception for, the'
who live for a' period in both their interest known. Con- graduates and their guests will
community property and non- tinuation of the course will ,be be held in the quadrangle west .
comm unity property jurisdic- based on whether or not there is a of the National Law Center, or in
tions. Their situations present sufficient number of students, the Marvin Center Ballroom in
knotty problems under the law of who desire to enroll
the event of foul weather.

Community Property
"Cou rseO.ffe red

Graduation
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A Search for 'Parenfage
circu~stances,
most children
Mexico explaining her problem
sisters, the time of her birF
would call mother and father. But
The s~te government offici~
(which had been incorre~t Y
they were strangers. Her mother
said they had no record of anyone recorded
on the
h~spltal
and fatherwere two kind persons
It'a your twenty-fIrst birthday.
with her name being born in certificate) and her weight at
who had taken a little brunette
You've! fmally made it to total
Albuquerque on the .day the birth: ~talso gave ~e name of the
girl into their home to raise as
adulthood. You're excited. You
hospital certificate said she was "phYSiCian who debvered her ". In
their own.
..feel strong enough to take on
born
response to a letter, he happily
Now that the search is over I
anything. And then your father
"S'o now"
Sarah said "I sent Sarah his original records on Sarah is not sorry. She had the
calIs you in for a talk.
couldn't pro~e I was born." The sarah and her ~irth parents. .
necessary medical history to help
Although it should be a happy
search was on.
Mter collecting. further 10- doctors give her and her children
day, your father is solemn and
Of course, the' New Mexico formation, Sarah stop~.
S~
better care. And she 'found out;
serious. "I have something' very
important to tell you," he says. "I, offIcials couldn't come up with a hhd caIled all the persons ~1Sted10 where she came frml.
"When you do something like
wanted to talk to you about this a ,~oman born on sarah's birthday IJ;tdiana ph~ne books with her
long time ago, but your mother
with the name Sarah always birth father s last name. When
this" Sarah said of the search,
was always against it."
-,
remembers
being called. The she called ,the ~an who she
"It's like opening Pandora 's box,
hospital, certificate had been tho.ught to ~ he; brrth father, he
.. you have to be willing to accept
Then he tells you that he' and
his wife, the people who you have
changed. I guess the nicest way pobtely demed It. sar~h got her whatever you find. You are not
looked up to as mother and father
you can describe the process is passport, and the p-oJect rested
any worse off because of the kind
for as long as you can remember,
legal forgery.
for three years.
.
of persons your parents were.
are not the persons who brought
When Sarah's parents adopted
A year ago, after seeing a You have to remember that,"
you into the world. "At age 18 her from the persons who con- television program on ~ grou~ of
For
a
moment,
Sarah
months" ihe tells you. "you were
ceived 'her, the hospital cer- ad~pt~ who were trying to .fmd described how her birth mother's
adopted."
..
. tificate was changed to say that their birth parents, she revived
attitude seemed to indicated she
He says he finally went against
Sarah's adopted parents had he~. search. Through ~esearch"
was threatened.
"I think. she
given birth to her. The rest of the writing letters and making phone
his wife's wishes because he felt
records were either supposed to calls, she found her birth parents.
'you could handle it now. He was
also. be changed or sealed by They had never married.
right. You could handle the incourt order._Whe
she called her birth
formation.
Sarah called her mother and mother in California, she told her
What you were not yet sure you
asked for her birth name.' She . what she was doing, checked a
could. handle, was the void left by
wouldn't tell. Sarah tried con- few facts and then asked if the
the information: If I was not their
tacting the Indiana state court / woman had given ~irt~ to her in
child, who was I? Why was I
that had approved her adoption.' 1945. The woman dido y say yes
given up for adoption?
A court official said more in- or no. "What do you want?" she
i A young woman I'll call Sarah
formation was needed to even ..asked Sarah...
Later Sarah
doesn't. have to imagine living
begin to look.'
called back the man who had
through a situation like that.
Finally Sarah's mother told denied being her father. three
Because in July 1966, itihappened
Sarah her birth name. Sarah years earlier. This time he adto her
wrote the Indiana court and mitted his paternity. He said that
The way sarah explains it, she
received a letter stating that she the last time. she caIled, he had
was not told of her adoption until
indeed had been born and had been recovering from-a serious
21 because her mother, the
been adopted. It also gave the operation, and couldn't talk to
woman who had raised her, felt'
dates. But the passport people.. her.
threatened. Sarah said that her
said that wasn't enough either. .'- Sarah eventually met her birth
mother was afraid Sarah would
Next Sarah.relied on some of parents and found out a lot abou t
reject her and try to find her birth
parents.
'.
ber experience as a skip tracer.
her past and herfamily. She met
She wrote the New Mexico of- the persons, who, under normal
Sarah's mother was wrong.
ficials for a copy of her birth
The new information seemed to
certificate using her birth name.
change sarah's life very little.
She got it. It seemed that only the
Sure, some sleepless nights she
~
hospital certificate
had been
'must have wondered who had
changed to indicated that Sarah
conceived her, but she never
had been born to the persons who '
tried to find out.
adopted her ..
Three years ago this month,
Because of what seemed like an
Sarah needed a passport.. The
error thirty years ago, Sarah now
only document she had conhad a document which told her
cerning her birth was a hospital
certificate. But that wasn't good more than she had ever known
about her birth parents and
enough, she needed the official
state certificate. -,herself. There were ages, addresses; a social security numSarah wrote to officials in her
ber, names of brothers and
birthplace, . Albuquerque, New
by Ron Ostroff

thinks

I'm

after

money" said

Sarah "But I have no intention of
doing that to my birth pareJlt.
s...
"As far as I'm concerned
they owe me nothing. And lowe
them nothing. They did me two
favors - they gave birth to me
and they made sure I was in ~
good home.
"I didn't go looking for a
mother and a father. I already
have a mother and father. I Was
looking for identification."
For several hours I listened to
Sarah's story. As I left, I told her
that I had enjoyed the homemade
cake she bad served.
"I'll have to tell my mother you
liked it," said Sarah.
The fears of the woman who
raised
her
had been unwarranted.
There
was no
question who Sarah meant.
Copyright (c) 1978by Ron Ostroff
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In Setwe'en the "Sheets
..

/

the relevant subjects, which are Mackinac, Michigan, but I don't
listed alphabetically (ie, Frauds, know where to look.
A. The County Year Book ~1977
This is the fifth article of a Statutes of). In your 'case, we
continuing
series wherein I discover that Greece has no has a large amount of data
Statute of Frauds. For a great concerning u.s. counties. Inrespond to, in print, oral inquiries
cluded are the names of the
received
at the 3rd floor many purposes, the Law Digest's
are
adequate. Were you
county clerks in charge
of
Reference Desk.'
doing very detailed research,
recording deeds, elections adhowever, you should consult the
ministration,·
court
record
Q. Jim, this semester is windstatutes
themselves
.(you
keeping, and statistlcs.
The
ing down, and I haven't yet had
probably will have to take a trip
person you should contact is
LEXIS training. Will there be
to the Library ofCongress). listed, as is the location of the .
LEXIS training sessions during
county seat of Mackinac County
~.
.
the summer" or will I be unable to
Q. I knew Martindale-Hubbell
(which is St. Ignace).
use this mechanical
marvel
listed lawyer's and law firms, but
which threatens to make grey
I didn't know about those Law
Q. Where can I get a list of the
matter obsolete?
Digests. Does it have much other larger labor unions of, the U.S.?
A. Right now we're planning on
information?
.
A: Congressional Quarterly's
.having
summer
training
A. I'm glad you asked that Washington
Information
sessions. The .. schedule hasn't
,question. M-H also has synopses, Directory lists all labor unions
been worked out yet, but there
of state laws, and the actual texts with a membership of greater
will probably be one lecture per
of the various Uniform and ~odel than 25,000 people. Included is a
week setup at a time to acActs
(from
the
Uniform
notation whether or not the union
comodate, as best as possible,
Acknowledgement Act to the is affiliated with the AFIrCIO,
both day and night students.
Uniform Vendor and Purchaser
the address
of the union
.Terminal training hours will be
~isk Act}. It also lists ~elected headquarters,
and _who .the
similarly set up.
mterna tiona 1 ~onvenhons
to president of the union is.
which the U.S. IS a party. M-H .'
Q. I need to know whether
also ~s .a igreat d~1 of .inQ. Jim; who do you pick in the
Greece has a Statute of Frauds,
formation on the ~A, including
A.L. East?
'
dlr~ctOrles
of·
A. Look for great thingsfrom
but we don't have the Statutes of state-by-state
Greece here. Can you help?
lawyer referral services, of legal the Detroit Tigers.
aid and defender offices, and of
..'
A.Although we don't have a
public interest law firms and
Q. What about the othe!
complete set of foreign statutes,
organizations.
-divisions? the Martindale-Hubbell
Law
A. What other divisions?
Directory hac a "Law Digest"
Q. I' know someone who owns
volume which includes concise
land in up,P-er Michigan who's
Q. Jim, why is this column so
statements of the laws of about
having some problems. I'd like to short?
sixty foreign countries. You can
contact the person concerned
A. Because that's the kind of
select the country you need (in
with
recording
deeds
in' guy I am.
this case Greece),and then find
by Jim Heller

'THEPOLITICALAFF

Razor. Rip-Off
Dear Mr. Editor:
1975, NO.3 (pp 621-722),
In an effort to assist my fellow
Comment: "Krauss v. Superior
law students, I have prepared the \ Court: A Case Study , on the
following brief but fairly current
"Failure" of the Fourth Amendbibliography of law review ar- ment Exclusionary
Rule."
ticles on the "Exclusionary
Santa Clara Lawyer, v.13"No. 2
Rule."
(pp 255-285).
Kaplan, John, "The Limits of
Powell,
Gerald
Reading,
fhe Exclusionary Rule." Stan- "Fourth
Amendment
in the
ford Law Review, v. 26, No.5. Balance - The Exclusionary Rule
May 1974 (pp 1027-1056).,
after Stone v. Powell." Baylor
Coe, Philip S., "The ALI Law Review, v. 28, No.3 (pp 611Substantiality ,Test: A Flexible 632).,
Approach to the Exclusionary
. Conway, Col. Leo John, "The
Sanction." Georgia Law Review, Plight of the Policeman - Or
v. 10, No.1, Fall 1975 (pp 1-53). a Case Against the Paradoxical
Spiotto, James E., "Search and Exclusionary
Rule." Capital
Seizure; An Empirical Study of University Law Review, v.4, No.
the Exclusionary Rule and It's 2 (pp 193-202).
Alternatives."
The Journal of
Of course, I must warn you, in
Legal Studies,
v.2,. No.1,
order to read these articles, it
January 1973 (pp 243-278).
will be "necessary to use some
Geller, William, "Enforcing
other law library. With my trusty
the'
Fourth
Amendment:
razor blade I have transferred
The Exclusionary Rule and It's them from' the G.W.U. Law
Alternative."
Washington
Library to my own Library.
University Law Quarterly, v.

Decllcatlon

"Continued from page 2

April 22: 24th anniversary of the opening of the Arm~cCarthy
hearings.
.
Aprll 25: 40th anniversary of the decision in Erie v, Tompkins.
May 3: 30th anniversary of the decision in Shelley v. Kraemer.
May 10: 55th anniversary of the appointment of J. Edgar Hoover as
Director of the F.B.I.
"
May 14~5th anniversary of the decision in Fronttero v. Richardson.
May 17: 5th anniversary of the dissmissal of the Pentagon Papers
case (New York Times Co. v, United States).
May 29: 50th anniversary of the decision in Palsgro,f v, Long
Island Railroad.
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Page Six .

B's Bloopers'
F•• lty A•• p" Ir •• I•• a.f.r ••
(Atril 1) The faculty haS ..' In the other signficant reform
adopted
a grading
reform students would
!>e pr~tec~ed
proposal which would make it against grading discrumnatlon
easier for students to get jobs, by an elaborate
system. of
and
would
eliminate
any anonymity. Stude~ts wo~d st~y
possibility of discrimination in at home and receive their daily
grading.
lessons over a specially-designed . .
Under the first part of the plan, television
set so that the
grading trocedures
would be professor could not see or hear
adjusted so that almost ninety any student. Any students who
percent of the student body would wished tophysicaly
. attend
be in the top quarter of the class. classes would be .requIred to
The remaining ten.percent at the wear a large plastic trash bag
bottom of the class would be over their entire body so that the
given positions
on the Law teahcer could not. identify them,
Review.
,their
race, or their sex,
' .
According to propcnents of the
In a concession. demanded by
plan, this would make it easier the faculty, teaching would al~o
for students to get jobs, eliminate be on an anonymous b~lS.
destructive
grade competition Professors woul~ use. t;alking
. and needless student anxiety, computers to deliver their leebring students' and' faculty
tures so ~t stude!1ts would not
- closer together, and contribute to know who IS teaching the class.
world harmony. ,The Deansofflee
It was generally agreed that
had fought the.' proposal on the the law school. would be a. far
grounds that it was too com- better place if students and
plicated and would make' the faculty never had to meet each
Deans do more work.
other.

S.pro•• C..... C... I~.,. •• 1.....
(AprilOA copy of what seems
to be a footnote from the majority
opinion in the Bakke case indicates that the SUpreme Court is
considering applying weighted
voting to its deliberations
to
eliminate it·, own ethnic and
sexual imbalances. .
The paper which was seen
blowing out of a window in the
Supreme Court building, presents
. a plan for allocating voting power
on the high court in accordance
with ethnic nand sexual com. position. Although each Justice
would have at least one vote,
extra votes would be awarded to
members in accordance with the
size of the group; which they
represent,
~'.
Included in the plans are limits
to prevent anyone justice from

V.'I••

obtaining a majority vote on-the
basis of representing -multiple
minorities.
The plan
also
stipulates
that the complex
calculations required under the
plan would be done by the m~t
junior justice, and that the Chief
. Justieewould flip the coin in case
of a tie.
.'
...Constitutional law experts at
the National Law Center said that
.they knew ci no constitutional
provision which would prevent
the Justices from adopting such a
plan. If it were challenged as
unconstitutional, however, they
agreed, the high court would
have to disqualify itself from the .
case and let it be decided by the
para-legals who write the initial
drafts of most decisions for the
Justices.
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Page Seven

Book Reviews: The Legal Marketplace
by Marvin Dang
_
out terms of settlement.
anticipated openings in 1978, and lawyer personnel.
asked by students and young
THE WASHINGTON WANT locations
Foonberg's 212 page easy-toIn another chapter, he advises
of positions.
by
lawyers interested in career
ADS. By Susan Gilmore. Law citytusually
us to get a postage meter and
Washington, .D.C. read book has 65 chapter
opportunities
in international
Student Division-American Bar
headings. This "how-to" book - eliminate
postage
stamps
but there are many exceptions),
law.
Association. 1978 $7.50($5.00 for
because postage stamps are
For each office, Gilmore also covers such inter-related subThe book also provides an inDivision members). 154 pages.
informs us on the starting salary jects as "How much cash do you. "commonly lost or stolen by 'depth analysis by experienced
HOW TO START AND BUILD levels,
need to start your practice,"
employees, cleaning crews.etc,"
.' the
required
practitioners
concerning
opA LAW PRACfICE. By Jay G. - qualifications, the nature of the "Should. your office furnishings
(p, 184), And presumably by portunities in international or
Foonberg. Law Student Division
"How to handle
fellow attorneys?
legal work, quasi-legal positions be lavish,"
transnational legal practice.
and Section of Economics of Law
friends and relatives," "How to
Additionally, he gives us a
(where applicable), promotions
To order your copy, send a
Practice of .the. American Bar
diagram on how to organize our check in the amount of $5.00
potentials, summer jobs, where keep clients," "How to lose
desks in order to make money.
Association. 1976 $10.00 ($5 for to send applications,
and clients," and of' course "How to
payable to the American Bar
Division members), 212 pages.
Foonberg gives us a tip: he Association, to: Order Billing
available brochures about that set your fees.'"
Law students should consider
In one chapter, Foonberg tells
says that we should keep a . Department 52HlO17, American
particular employer.
investing in' two books from the
us about the types of clients and
portable tape recorder in our car,
Many interesting items appear
Bar Association, 1155 E. 60th
A.B.A.-Law Student Division
cases which should be, turned
our home and in our briefcase so Street, Chicago, IL 60637.
throughout
the book.
For
dealing with post-graduation
that whenever we "get a brilliant
example we learn from the down. (p. 51) Some examples are.
clients who "want. to use your
idea concerning a case or client,
jobs. One book is for law students
section on the U.S. Supreme
telephones, secretary and offices .(you can) dictateit immediately
who want to be employed by Court. that Chief Justice Burger,
Uncle Sam, and the other book is and Justices Brennan, Stewart,
to do their business," slip and fall
and enter it into your time
records when you get back to the.
for law students who want to be Marshall, Blackmun and Powell cases (unless there are subself-employed.
office." (p. 186) Foonberg never
had 4 law clerks in 1977, while stantial damages), bankruptcies
misses a trick,and
he shares
Both books are available by Justices White, '1tehnquist and (unless you are paid in advance
in full>.
many of them with us.
sending a check in the. ap- - Stevens had 3 law clerks.
Appropriately enough, the next
In addition to the two new job
propriate
amount
to
the
It's interesting to comparethe
chapter is called "How to say 'no'
sourcebooks reviewed above, the .
American
.Bar
Association,
ratio of male attorneys to female
to a client or case."
A.B.A. Section of International
Order Billing Department 527, attorneys. Last year, the Federal
To help us, Foonberggives us .'Law has available for interested
. 1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, IL
Reserve Board had a 10to 7 ratio,
law students the publication
60637.
the Equal Employment
Op- examples of a sample fee and
letter, sample
Career Opportunities
in InThe Washington Want Ads is a
portunities Commission had a 201 representation
ternational Law.
handy "where to look" guide, to to 98 ratio; the Commission on invoices, a sample form letter to
accept a personal injury case, Thisl25-pagesoft-bOund
book
legal jobs with the federal.
Civil Rights had a 13 to 10 ratio;
answers /questions most often
government. The book is a must
and the General Counsel's Office and a sample form letter setting
if you want to extend your stay
of the Department of H.E.W. had
here in Washington, D.C. beyond
a 2 to 1 ratio. On the other hand,
law school.
the Renegotiation Board had 11
Washington Want Ads is edited
men and no women attorneys;
by Susan Gilmore, who lives ln. the Office of the Solicitor of the
that attorney members' receive.
Sprin~ Conference meetings, law
Department of Interior had 213
--;,~by Marvin Dang
Washington, D.C. and "writes
Additionally,
'.ABA-LSD
students have the opportunity to
extensively on legal affairs."
attorneys and only 18 females,
There is a need for greater law
and the Treasury Department's
student participation in the Law "member s hip automatically
attend substantive programs and
In the first seven pages,
Gilmore gives a descriptive
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Student Division of the American
expands to. one year's .free
meet law students from other law
overview covering:working for
Firearms had 40 men and 2 Bar Association to ensure the membership in the ABA, starting
schools to discuss
common
the U.S. Government,
hiring
women attorneys.
success
of the' ABA-LSD
at the time of .notification of. concerns.
Gilmore points .out that the programs, which prepare law admittance to the bar.
policies
and
salaries,
The Division gives law students
promotions, .job benefits, job
Export-Import Bank has quasistudents for entry into the legal __ The $5 membership is pro- '.' a chance
to sharpen
their
mobility, applying for jobs, and
legal-positions for. law graduates
profession.
rated depending on when the law practical skills through the Client
. as loan officers, if the graduates
For $5.00,Jaw students receive
student joins the Division, and Counseling Competition and the
availability of summer jobs.
have a financial background or such benefits as: nine issues of -the excess monies are- the law National Appellate Advocacy
The rest of the 154page book is
the equivalent
of a M,B.A. . Student Lawyer magazine, and student's account.
organized in four parts covering
Competition.
degree.
~
reduced rates on health and life
Also at reduced rates, students
The Division members will
jobs in the legislative branch, in
For law students who want to insurance.
can buy the Divisions
two meet in August, 1978 in New York
the judicial
branch,
in the
be their owns-boss in private
For $1.50 more, law students
publications: How to Start and City in conjunction with the
executive departments, and in
practice, or who just want to can receive tz.Issues of the ABA Build a Law Practice
and ABA's annual meeting.
the independent agencies.
work in private practice, the .Iournal.
Washington Want-Ads, a com,
For more information, contact
In each of these parts, Gilmore
book How to Start and Build a
At reduced student rates ($3- prehensive
and
up-to-date
Shelley
Grant
(ABA-LSD
deals with specific offices. such
Law Practice is something they
$5), law students can also join resource on jobs with govern- Representative
at 296-3117 or
as the Architect of the Capitol,
might be interested in reading.
any. of 24 ABA Sections and
ment agencies.
Marvin Dang (former ABA-LSD
the U.S. -Tax Court, the Depart, In the book, we are told that the receive the same publications
At the Fall Roundtable and Circuit Governor) at 659-3834.
ment of Interior (Office of- the
author, Jay Foonberg.was sworn
Solicitor) andthe Panama Canal
in as a lawyer in 1964 and imCompany-and
the Canal Zone
mediately opened up his pracGovernment.
tice. In 1976 he was president,
For each of the offices,
chairman
of the board and
Gilmore
provides
such inprincipal shareholder of a law
formation as: the number of
corporation in LoS Angeles and
attorneys
employed
(menSan Francisco
employing 17
women), the number of attorneys
lawyers, 4 clerks and 38 nonhired last year, the number of
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& Accompli

Activities, Awards, Appoin,tments,
(everybody gets an .'A')

m:

r Hon. Joyce Hens Green and
husband, Sam Green, who IS
generally
regarded
as the
The Mid-East Region of the
District's
leading expert
on
Black American Law StUdents
family'
law
Association recently presented
\
an award to Marvin Dang, a
. third-yearlawstudentatGWwho
was until recently a Circuit
The first major social event of Governor of the A.B.A.--Law
the new administration
of the Student Division.
SBA was a spectular success,
In that capacity, Dang, who is
thanks to perfect weather a~d ~n not black, provided
financial
overflowing
supply of. ltquid
support totalling $400 for the
refreshment. The party, billed.as
B.A.L.S.A. Law Day and the
"Beer Blast No 1," was held on National Bakke Demonstration
the patio behind Stockton Hall on
The award was presented on
Friday afternoon, ArrU 7. Many
Saturday, March 11 in Baltimore
faculty members attended the at an A.B.A.-L.S.D. Spring Con,
event, including all thr~ deans. . ference
by
Jacquelynne
A substantial crowd enjoyed the Bowman, the Director of the
sunshine. for several hours and
B.A.L.S.A.
Mid-East Region,
more than a few students were
which includes
Washington,
surprised to learn that ~ome D.C.,
Maryland,
Delaware,
professors could commurucate
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
without pre-planned
notes on
assigned' course material.
SBA President
Stephen
Friedman has ~no~ced
that
Dr. Norma Maine Loeser, a
two similar affairs will be held
adjunct
professor
of 13:w, later this month. Blast No. 2 is former managing director of the
Civil Aer'onautics Board and a
teaching deferred compensation
scheduled for the last Friday
former
Commissioner on the
taxation (554) in the night school. class, ArrU 21; and the conDefense Manpower Commission,
Prof. Chabot succeeds the Hon. cluding
SBA event
of the
Bruce M. Forrester, who has semester will take place from. has been appointed dean of the
School of Government
and
retired.
3:00 to 7:00 p.m. on Arril 27, the
Business
Administration
ef·
last day of classes.
fective July 1. She succeeds Dean
Peter B. vam who has served
since July of 1973. Dr. Loeser
At the commencement exerThe Honorable
Sterry
R. becomes the first woman to head
cises on May 21, Professor- Art.l'!ur Waterman, class of '26, Judge of a major school of business in the
S. Miller will receive emeritus
the U.S. Court of Appeals, Second U nit
e d
status after serving 17 years on
Circuit, received
the George
States.
In announcing her
the National
Law Center
Washington
Law Association
appointment,
President Elliott
faculty.
Distinguished Alumnus Award of said, "Norma Loeser is a woman
He has accomplished the out1977. The presentation was made
of many facets, and many firsts.
standing
achievement
of
by GWU President Lloyd H~ Throughout her distinguished
authoring over 80 law journal
Elliott at the annual Founders'
military career, her service to
articles.
He is nationally
Day
gathering.
The
1978
meeting
.the
government, and throughout
recognized
as one of GW's
is the years she has been associated
foremost "heavyweights" and is of the Law Association
most well-known for hls con- scheduled for Thursday, May 25, with GW as a student, faculty
tribution to the field of con-" with the semi-annual meeting o( member, and assista~t dean, ~he
the Board of Directors
im-' has been known for imaginative
~
stitutionallaw. He holds an LL.B.
preceding
the leadership
and
sound ad,//" (
from Stanford University and a mediately
J.S.D. from Yale.
-..
meeting.
ministrative
abilities." {/ ~\
Although
he is leaving
Washington for the Florida Keys,
,C1f\ I O~
he intends to remain active as a
0
('l
~.,,..
free-lance author and consultant
I-.."-if)-'\. ~y'"
~'
.".
for a variety of publications. His
r',
contribution to GW Law Sehool.
will be preserved long after the
conclusion of his final semester
as a professor. We wish him fine
weather,
good fishing,
and
/" n ~ \
t\~;?
I
i) £ V
;<~
continued success in legal writing
and academic spheres.

Dang

Friedman

e .

Loeser

1fWHAT,
Lewis &

Lind-

Joseph D. Lewis and Robert C.
Lind" Jr., two. second-year
students at the National_Law
Center, have qualified for the
final round of competition in the
Giles Sutherland
Rich Moot
Court Contest to be held at 2:00
p.m. on Wednesday, April 19 at
the Court of Claims on Lafayette
Square. The duo was selected as
GW's representative
to the
tournament by winning the intraschool competition conducted in
January and February. At the
end of March, Lewis and Lind
travelled to Boston to represent
the National Law Center in the
Northeastern
Regional Competition. They placed second in
the regional
division,
thus
qualifying to participate against
seven other teams in the national
round competition' to be held
tommorrow a few blocks from
campus. '
The Giles Sutherland Rich
Moot Court competition
is
sponsored
by the American
Patent
Law Association
but
subjects debated encompass aU
fields of intellectual property and
trade regulation. The topics of
this year's contest involve the
copyrightability
of computer
programs and slander of title as a
tort action.

Prof. Glen E. Weston, who has
taught at the National Law
Center since 1949, has been
named to fill the "Oppenheim
chair beginning in September.
Prof. Weston was a student of
Prof. Oppenheim
and later
served on' the facluty with him.
The two professors also co-edited
three books: Federal Antitrust
Laws: Cases and Comments
(968), UnfaIr Trade._Practices
and Consumer Protection: Cases
and Comments (974), and the
four-volume
'Lawyer's Robinson-Patman
Act Sourcebook
0970.

Grant

Miller

The AnnualMeeting of the ABA
Law Student Division will-be held
August 4-8, in New York City, in
conjgnction with the ABA Convention. AU members of the Law
Student Division are invited to
attend; G.W. members are also
in vited to attend the G.W. Alumni
Luncheon on August 7th.
One item on the agenda will be
the
election
of
National
OfficerS-President,
Vice
President,
Seeretary-Treasurer and two Division Delegates
(dtembers of the ABA House 'of
Delegates). Anyone interested iri
candidacy for any of these offices
should immediately contact the
GW ABL-LSD representative,
Shelley Grant, at 296-3117.
Further details concerning the
Meeting will be available within a
.On Wednesday, Arril 12, the
few weeks and will be posted on
George
Washington
Law
the
ABA-LSD
bulletin
board
The Oppenheim Chair in AnAssociation sponsored .a social
(across
from
the
main
stairway
titrust and Trade Regulation Law
has been .established at the on the first floor of Stockton Hall). gathering in Marvin Center's
University Club for the purpose
National Law Center with a
of
meeting the new officers of
$500 000 endowment. The ehalr is
the Student Bar Association of
a .tt=ibute to Prof. Oppenheim,
the National
Law Center.
who taught at GW Law School
Richard
A.
Ward
(class of '65)
On April 3; Herbert L. Chabot
from 192700 1952 and currently
President
of
the
alumni
holds
an
appointment
as former Deputy Chief of Staff of
association, spoke with a number
Distinguished Scholar and Ad- President Carter's .Joint Comviser. The endowment was made mittee on Taxation. was sworn in of the student representatives
possible by donations
from
to a 15-year term a judge of the and encouraged student interest
and participation in GWLA acalumni and friends of Prof.
U.S. Tax Court. Chabot has been
tivities.
Several
other
Oppenheim
and fr0!Dco~on the White House Staff of the
distinguished
>·members
of
porations and foundations, . m Joint Committee on Taxation
the D.C. Bar were also in atrecognition
of Oppenheim's
since 1965, joining it as an
tendanee
including
the
contribution to the field of an- torney. He serves the George
Association's
AlUlllDi
Director
titrust, and trade regulation law. Washington University· as an

.Waterman
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Greenfield'
Richard Greenfield,present
Bibliography
Editor
of the
Journal of International Law and
Economics, has been selected as

a semi-finalist in the 1977 Deak
Competition.
Greenfield's
student note, The Abu Daoud
Affair. 11 J. INT'L ~CON. ~9
(1977),was the Journal sentry 10
this annual law review competiton.
The Deak
competition.
is
sponsored by the Association of
Student
International
Law
Societies; one entry is accepted
from each student international
law review. Other semi-finalists
include entries from' Virginia
Journal of International
Law,
Journal of International Law and
Politics (NYU), Cornell International Law Journal, and the
Georgia Journal of International
and Comparative Law. Final
selections will be made later this
spring.

Day Vice President in the SBA
special election conducted on"
March 22. Malizia prevailed with
a three-vote margin over his
competitors for the office, Mark
Berthiaume,
Jonathan Levin
and Rob Lewis.
'
Malizia, who also serves on the
Program-Board and the Student
Dean Search Committee; wasthe
runner-up in " the Presidential
election held in February. During
his undergraduate years at Penn
State .he was President of the
Student Government and actively involved
in studentadministration relations. One of
his first acts after secuiring the
office was to secure funding for
an expanded freshman orientation program, planned by SBA
Secretary Susan O'Keefe
,

Banzhaf.

It is all too rare that lawyers
play mathematicians to invent a
technique to analyze legal and
political problems, 'and it is
almost
unheard'
of
for
mathematicians
to
treat
a lawyer's' formula as a concept
worthy of exhaustive study; but a
Prof. Jerome
Barron,
the
team of Rand mathematicians has
chairman of the Faculty Dean
just vconducted
an in-depth
Search
Committee
and
a
analysis' of the "Banzhaf' Power
member of the Law School
Index."
Relations Committee
of the
The story started when Banalumni association,
recently
zhaf while still a law student a
announced the composition of the
at Columbia, was asked to look
Alumni Dean Search Committee.
at a footnote in an article subThe five alumni selected to serve
mitted to the Columbia Law
on the Committee are Judge'
review bY. one of Banzhaf's
Catherine B. Kelly, D.C. Court of
professors. It purported to show
Appeals; Senator DanielK.
that weighted voting, a new
Inouye;
Judge
Sterry
R. .system being developed to meet
Waterman, U.S. Court of Ape the requirements
of the "one
peals, Second Circuit; Sheldon S. man, 'one vote" concept, worked.
Cohen, Esq., Washington, D.C.,
Banzhaf concluded
that the
and Robert E. Smylie, Esq.,
professor was, wrong in both his
Boise, Idaho.
conclusion and his math. The
Professor: •told Banzhaf to do
better if he thought he could, and
Banzhaf set, out to, develop a
defeated three mathematical theory to analyze
the position of voting power in a variety of
situations. ',' ,
Drawing upon
some --earlier

Barron

0-

Malizia-

work by other mathematicians,
off the first event of its new ad-may
be picked up
at the
developed
a new measure of ministration on Friday, April. 7 Journal office between May 12
voting power based upon the with a party at the fraternity's
and May 16.
.
ability of the voter to affect the national headquarters at 1750N"
The Journal of International
outcome of the voting situation
Street, N.W. The gathering,
Law & Economics is an inHe eventually applied his for- which was, co-sponsored by the ternationl
law review which
mula in different areas and Law Student Division of the publishes three times per year.
produced several
related law American Bar Association, was , Each staff member is responsible
review articles.
attended by several GW alumni for the research and writing of a
Ironically..his own law review and professors.'
publishable note on a topic of
refused to consider 'publishing as
Steve Blair, the newly elected international
law as well as
a signed article anything written Magister of .the John Marshall
various production-related and
by a mere student, and Banzhaf's Inn, said that he is looking for- 0 the r
ass -i g n men t ~.
first law review article, written ward to sponsoring a number of
while he was an editor of the social and academic acitvities
Columbia Law Review, appeared next year. The fraternity, which
in the Rutgers Law Review. /
has suffered dwindling memThe induction ceremony to the
He submitted his index to the bership in past years;, recently
George Washington Chapter of
New York Court of Appeals as an experienced an influx of new the Order of the Coif will take
amicus curiae and New York's participants. Outgoing Magister
place on Friday, April 28 at the
highest court outlawed weighted Richard Kaye was pleased at the Faculty Club on the third floor of
voting as a "one man, one vote" revitalized
interest
in the Marvin Center. A total of 40
remedy
because
of
the organization which began in the students have been invited ,to
inequalities
that
Banzhaf's
early part of his administration.
enter the national legal honor
analysis Indicated. Ohther ap- He predicted a continuing growth society, selected on the basis of
plications of the analysis cast-in the GW chapter, known as their cumulative grade point
serious doubt on the effectiveness
the
John
Marshall
Inn.
average. Members are deterof multi-member
electoral
Established in 1869,Phi Delta Phi mined each year according the
districts and, demonstrated that is the oldest
professional.
the highest ranking 10 percent of
voters in populous states actually fraternity. Induction focuses on the graduating
Juris Doctor
had more voting power in applicants' commitment to legal candidates. This year the cut-off
presidential elections than those ethics but its membership in- point for the 90th percentile was
in- less populous states with a eludes such shady characters as about 81.9. The guest speaker at
higher ratio of electoral votes per seven of the justices of the the reception will be Stuart E.
voter.
Supreme Court.
Siegal, Chief Counsel of the
, Recently the Rand Corporation
Internal Revneue Service.
released
a study
of the
mathematical properties of. the '
measure of' voting. power that
Prof ... Banzhaf had developed
The new Board of Editors of the
Journal of International Law and
years earlier. They found out that Economics for 1978-79has been
Stephen Reimer is the only ,
it "enjoys symetry,dummy
and selected.
The are:
student at the National Law
'linearityproperties",
but thatthe
Jennifer Freeman,
Edltor-InCenter 'who has served on the
"efficiency" axiom fails. They Chief;
editorial board of the Advocate
concluded that it is probably not a, ,J. Ross Hostetter, Executive throughout the academic y~.
"Natural mathematical
con- .
tl
f ed t
'
Editor;
He has consisten y re us
0
cept."
,
.'
Paul
Newhouse,
Managing
accept an editor's. stipend and
Prof. Banzhaf said he doesn't
.
f 11tl
lr d
·Editor;
although he maintains a u - ime
reallycare since it has aea y
Elaine C. Maier, Production job in the field of environmental
served its original purpose, but
1 ted th
th
Editor,
'
law, he has never re ega
e
that he hates to be' known as e David 'C. Gustman,
Articles
task of composing the newspaper
father of an unnatural function.
h
th 1 k f
11
Editor',
even '"
w en
et f ac
(Mathemattcal Properties of the
. th 0Adoverat
Linda
Headley'
,
Articles
Editor;
student
suppor
or
e
voca
Banzhaf Power Index, Dubly &
.
d . e
"
Madonn a M. Malin, Article
becamebl contagious
10Shapley, Rand Paper Series P.
t
hi an
co
Editor;
tolera
e
0
IS
6016,(977)
.
Matthew T. McGrath,
Notes editors.
The
paper
has
,
Edit
continued under his commitmentpe:e~rkiller, Notes Editor;
a forum for any member of the
M··
h ae 1Har diso n , Book Reviews University community to ,express
,Kr'
akow",'
a
n
active
secondic
Bob
Editor; and
opinion aooutany aspect of life at
year law student who is involv.ed· John W. Williams Bibliography GW or the world at large. He
in the National Lawyers Guild
Editor.
minimized editorial discretion in
and 'the Consumer Clinic, has
The new editorialboard will be the interest of opening debate on
been appointed Chairman of the
responsible for the three issues of any issue from any approach .:new SBA standing committee in
Volume 13 and the first issue of Accordingly, he has provided a
charge of overseeing the acVolume 14.
. valuable
outlet
for airing
tivities of the numerolm SBA
.
d
.
student-faculty committees. The
The Journal
will soon be grievances
an
proposing
overseeing committee, which will conducting
its annual com- suggestions' for _,~eform ?O a
t to
dinate student
petition. for staff positions for the diverse accumulation of topics of
attemp
. c~r
nd 1!r18-79 academic year.
All concern to students at GW Law
partrcipatton
lO f~cu1ty
a
first-year day and second-year- School He has volunteered a,
el
admi~stration
r a~ons "n w: - night students are invited to substantial amount of personal
.estabhshed .on. April 13 1. .
participate.
Interested persons energy to the collecti"on of news
~fforthtto r::'~~lz~ s~~n~f1O~~
should
attend
a brief
in- and the spreading of infirmation
10 • e a
1DlS a ,
formational meeting to be held on within the National Law Center
N:tiO~1 Law ~n~e
Wednesday, April 19 at 8 p.m., and the George Washington,
~ 0 a~~rv~mmittee
and is in Room 101
University.
Those who have
o::n
of
the
three
SBA
Staff ~election will hi; m~de on e~iOYed the Advocate
tati
to the faculty
the basiS of. a combination of this year owe a debt of aprepres~r
~-: that he will work grade point average and per- preciation to his generolm confass
r e~ y,
eass.: responsiveness to formance in a writing sample to tribution of the time and energy
°t dmcrt
..
and l'S parsatisfy the wiiting competition that he has devoted to improving
s u en
0p1mon
'.
lind
li~ t GW
ticularly
concerned
with
reqwremen.
..
aw a
.e a
.
promoting public interset law at
Three COpies of ~
wnting
GW
sample mlmt be SUbmitted to the
.
Journal office in Room B01,
Bacon Hall. by 5 p.m. on
Tuesday, May 16. In addition. a
personal infcrmation sheet must
No comment necessary.
The John Marshall Inn of Phi
be submitted alOng with the
Delta Phi legal fraternity kicked
writing sample. These sheets

Free man

Reimer

',·'K'rakow/ -
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An Alternative Le961 Education

-N.E.U.:
by Jonathan Katz
(Editor's note: Jonathan Katz
is a - second-year student cit
Northeastern University School
of Law: He is presently interning
in Washington D.C. with Alper,
Schoene, Horkan 8c Mann, where
he has been involved in a
products liability suit against
Ford ,Motor Co. for manufac-'
turing a defective Pinto. He is
presently
doing research in
preparationfor,pending litigation
arisinc out of the LPG tank car,
explosion in Waverly., Tennessee
last February.)
Searchers for alternatives 'to
the standard three year legal
curriculum would do well to
consider the co-operative legal
education
plan
which
has
operated successfully for ten
years at Northeastern University
School of Law in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Northeastern
Law offers a unique program
which combines
three-year
academic curriculum with four
three-month terms of full time'
legal internships.
The entire
program is completed in the
normal three year time span plus
the two intervening summers,
during which the student may
choose either a school or a work
quarter. The salient features of
N.U. Law School are summarized below.
ADMISSIONS

a

organizations.
.F~om
an
the students in any work quarter
educational
perspective,
as
a
obtain jobs in the Boston
into
permanent
emmetropolitan area. The rest go path
ployment,
and in terms
of
far and wide - Williamsport,
producing students who can be
Pennsylvania;
Calais, Maine;
effective attorneys
from the
San Francisco, California;' New moment they graduate, the workYork City; Bozeman, Montana;
experience is invaluable.
Washington, D.C. and points in
between. One of the most popular
CISP
,
work locations is Anchorage,
The Cisp isan acronym for CoAlaska, where high salaries,
op Income Sharing Fund. The
liberal students-in-court
rules, Fund pays students to do work
and the lure of the frontier at- for which they otherwise would
tract a number of students each receive no salary, particularly in
quarter.
the areas of poverty and civil
The range of available jobs rights law. CISP operates on a
covers the entire profession.
tithing system, and students are
Students have worked for small, encouraged to pledge 4 percent of
medium and large private firms, their co-op ,incomes.
In the
federal and state district at- alternative they may contribute
torneys,administrativeagena fixed sum.-CISP
applicants
eies, judges at all levels of the submit, proposals, and persons
judiciary including, the U.S. who pledge may vote" their
Supreme Court, legislators, legal preference. This quarter four
clinics and corporations.
The students are receiving $90a week '
amount " of
responsibility
CISP grants.
'
delegated to, the student varies,'
LAW SCHOOL GOVERNANCE
with the employer, but few co-op"
Students play an active role in
students complain of being un- the governance of the law school.
derutilized, and many bave all Profes~ors, are granted t~n~e
the work, they can handle. "
based In part upon the majority
By the time the student has vote of the students. The law
completed
the required
four __school is currently seeking a
quarters
(one year) of work dean, and the students have two
experience, he or she may have 'voting members on the Search
held four different jobs in four Committee. In addition, most
different areas of the taw in four faculty and Advisory Committee
different jurisdictions for 'four meetings are open to the students
different
types
of' legal
at large.

The 'admissions
program is
work "OUl on co-op" during the
extremely selective, and is rare
summer, or spending the sumthat a student is admitted who
mer quarter
in school. The
does not present
top level
decision isa toss-up. The class of
academic credentials. A high
1980 split evenly, and everyone
percentage of the students have
got his or her' preference.
had af least one year out of
Students who choose to remain in
college; themajority are women.
school take, second year courses
About 125 students are admitted
in the summer, and go to.work in
each year.
/
the fall and spring. Students who
FIRST YEAR CURRICULUM
elect to work in the summer
The curriculum for the first
begin the process of obtaining
three academic
quarters
is
their first co-op jobs.
unusually heavy, inclUding 9month long courses in Property,
CO-OP PLACEMENT
Contracts, Constitutional Law,
The co-op office maintains an
Criminal Law, Federal Income
extensitve file of employers who'
Taxation, and combined Civil will_consider
hiring
co-op
Procedure-Ports.
The student
students for ~montb internships.'
also completes' a one-quarter
Jobs are indexed by type of work
legal research and writing class
and geographic area. Th~ student
in the fall and mandatory moot
selects ten positions to which his
court during the winter.
or her resume and writing
PASS-FAIL
sample are sent in, the first
The
school's
humanistic
round, and watches the co-op
philosophy is exemplified by its
bulletin board for second-round
desire to eliminate unnecessary
.' jobs to appear, to which he or she
competition from the academic
may also apply. Although there is
program. To this end, all courses,
no written guarantee
of job
including first year, are graded .' placement, the level of emon a pass-fail
basis,
supploymentexceeds
99 per cent.
plemented
with
written
Students are also encouraged to
evaluations
of the student's
seek out jobs on their own, and
examination performance. The
some have been highly successful
school does not maintain a rankat this.
in-class list
-'
WORK
CO-OP
, Co-op jobs are full time, and
Sometime before the first year
salaries range from zero (see
examination period, the student
CISP below) to over $500 a week.
is offered the choice of Roing to
The median is $150. About half of
.>
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Theafer· Review:
by Dana Dembrow
The Tragedy of HamJet, Prince
of Denmark,. at Arena Stage
through April 30.
(The singing
grave digger
tosses up the' second SKull.
Hamlet picks it up and remarks,
"There's another. Why may not
that be the skull of a lawyer?
Where be his quiddities now, his
quillities, his cases, his tenures,
and his tricks? ,Why does he
suffer this mad knave now to
knock him about the sconce with
a dirty shovel, and will not -tell
him of his action of battery?
Hum! This fellow might be In's
time a great buyer of land, with
his statutes, his recognizances,
his fines, his double vouchers, his
recoveries. Is this the fine of his
fines, and the recovery of his
recoveries, to have his fine pate:
full of fine dirt? Will his veuehers
vouch him no more of his purchases, and double ones too.. than
the length and breadth of a pair
of indentures? The very conveyances of his lands will
scarcely lie in this box, and must
the inheritor himself have not
more, ha?")
William Shakespeare
must
not have liked lawyers very

much. Jwonder what scoundrel
o f .a.n attorney
handled his
writing and acting contracts in
1600 when he wrote Hamlet.
Perhaps he never even sought a
counselor at law, but for some
reason he developed a sour taste
for lawyers and his resentment is
evidenced in several of his works.
We lawyer-analysts
of today
may not think any more of
Shakespeare than he thinks of us,
thanks to over zealous English
~cherS of,years past-battering
mto our minds the heritageof

Hamlet Revisited>

different theatres. Try one out.
You may find that your distas te
in high school for· such longacknowledged,"
greats
'as
Shakespeare
has
somehow
diminished in an aging quest for
ageless answers.
.
.
Arena S!age's production of
Hamlet is directed by Liviu
. Ciulei, a Romanian director,
architect, actor and designer,
who is appearing for this third
production in the United States.
, Attemptin~ to crea.tea
world
more readlly recogmzable to the .,

"This above all,tothine own self he true,
And it must follow as the night the day ,
Thou canst notthen be false to any man. ",
modern audience, the play is set
medieval language at the exat the tum of the century rather
pense of driving out our natural
love of tradition. ButShakespeare . than the Renaissance period in
which it normally appears. This
still survives; arid will doubttransposition
serves to .ease
less continue to thrive long after
spectator
orientation
to the
this feeble newsprinter has been
themes at the same time that it
eaten by worms.
preserves
the. timeless punetuation of Shakespearian
exIn fact, the king of English
pression.
Ciulei suceeds
in
literature is alive and well today
conveying the central issue of the
in Washington.
The classic
play, the recognition of moral
.tragedy of the performing arts is
disorder in the world and the
simultaneously piaying at three
-,"

individual's
drive
toward
presumed private desires of the
. . Ie c ha raete r, the prim ary
restoration of proper order. The 'prmClp
movement of the play toward a conce rn of the players who have
t heard the ghost of Hamlet's
more
contemporary
crisis
no
father
Richard
Bauer and
through the use of Bismarckian
.
Elizabeth Franz as the Kin .. and
setting is much enjoyed by novice
I
.
,
ted i I lt
Queen . of
Denmark,
and
fans interes
m c an Y·.
Leonardo Cimino as Polonius,
.The stage design is emphatic,
are other outstanding memhers
remarkably memorable since the of the cast.
cast is performing on a nat reeThe production
crew also
tangle
surrounded
by the deserves credit for the precise
audience on all four sides: The timing and direction in lighting
magnificent .castle furnishings .technique which is manifested in
set off by nothing but blackness smooth
transition
between
serve to iinpress the viewers with scenes. The changes in tempo
, the splendor of the time and the: and character disposition are
status of the characters,
An beautifully
reflected
by the
uncluttered stage also gives way sudden visibility of the actors in a
·to-full
appreciation
of' the careful union of costume and
maximum dramatic potential of interior setting.
. the utterances
of the actors
But isn't it all a little overthemselves.
.
dramatic - after all, the last
KrisU;ffer' .'Tabori plays', an scene has almost as many dead
emotional Hamlet, vehemently
people as live ones? Perhaps; but
distressed by the murder of his madness has time and .again
father at the hand of, his shaped the history of nations,
overambitious
uncle. Tabori's
and the quest for moral order
performance is moving, both in remains as compelling a drive
Hamlet's
ostensible
fits of today as it did for Hamlet in the
/ madness and in his less cunning Celtic legend of centuries past
exhortations to those characters
To be or not to be? As Rosenwho have not deserted him. crantz and Guildenstern would
Christine Estabrook as. Ophelia, probably say today ,"Why not,
lends much to the production by boSs,as long as you're pushing'
focusing.attention
on the the purse in my direction."
F;

'
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Col/eel

DonufsAnyone?

'
.•~ - liJcky, you might noffind any left in handling
ilie pots."
She
by Shambhu Chopra" .
.
in '.the big box. To meet this cautioned that students should
The one thing that no law growing demand, Raymond now not place empty pots. on the
student can afford to miss daily is brings two. boxes of doughnuts
burners. "The glass simply gets
a cup of coffee in the basement
from the Marvin Center so that shattered, you know."
lounge of Stockton Hall. Its
the students may not have to go
Would they be maintaining the
almost like having ,our daily: back to-their books without a facility
during .the summer
bread there before we get lost in cup of coffee in one hand and a semester? "It all depends onthe dark, dreary and dull world
doughnut iii the other.
whether
I'm
here"
says
of law. And every morning, its
And what about the prices?
Raymond, "and also on<tbe
brought there. by ol'Ialthful
Well they're very reasonable
-demand positiori." Most students
Raymond AlOO and Regina Tate
and ..they are certairily lower would be away during
the
along with a boxful of tasty and
than the market rates," says he. summer,
so it's quite uncrummy doughnuts.' :'
"In fact, the coffee prices. have derstandable.
Raymond has been running
gone up lately and I may have to
However, let's not talk of the
this facility since August urn: increase the prices of the other
summer' now. It's : springtiine
Apart
from
coffee
and
stuff, like tea or chocolate. But. outside and time for a little
doughnuts, one can help oneself
I'll keepthe coffee price at the relaxation
from
studies.
to hot chocolate, chicken soup
same level.
Well ... coffee and doughnuts,
and hot bubbling tea. However,'
Any complaints against the anyone ... ?
coffee is' preferred
by most
student body, Raymond? Do you
students. But, despite the good have any qualms against the,
sales of coffee, its the sale of students for the way they use the
doughnuts which, according to -- facility? Regina would like the
PASSOVER MEALS
Raymond, makes the venture a 'students to be more careful when
profitable one.
handling the empty coffee pots.
WILL BE SERVED AT
What about the quality or
'~Welost five. coffee pots in one
THE B'NAI BRITH
quantity of the stuff? Has he
week because of the carelessness
HILLEL FOUND AnON
received any complaints so far'
from
anyone?
No,
says
Jiave the "B"EST" Paper in Y0!lr dass!
2129 F St. NW
Raymond. On the contrary,
'Call
C's CAMPUS CONNECTION
Meals begin with breakfast
people have shown a,Jot olin.
TYPING SERVICE to have your papers
on Friday April 21 & 22
terest in the continuation of this profe"Ssionalized. "All' Typing Work
at 7:30 a.m,'
Done" Theses. Dissertations. Manufacility. The continued patronage
scripts. Term Papers. Resumes. et~. Call
Call 338-47,47 for prices
of the students is a sure sign of Cynthia Parker, 370-8117. (Plck~up
this. In fact, many would like him , l>Il'!rvo.l'i~ce
.....
~Av~a~i1~abl~e~).,-'
_-'-"'-__
--' ~~~~~~US3iS3iiS3liS!~
to add more items to the menu.
DOUghnuts, for example,' finish
up real fast, and, if you are not
For Infornmation On This
h.

,

"

Or Other Icelandic Rates

......T"... ..
Tn ..

,lpll.a '

'Call:

Correct!nlJ-seIectrIc: or M..
card. Experieaced In styles and
lonna. Deacllines met; lnexpen·Iive r.tes;
work· ...... nteed:
pick-up and
Clndl931·7074

delivery.

anvtime,

c.a,

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDY

Travel Center
I

466-7900
'.'",

The Pt1trm'fare
for)OUths.
One of the first things
Ieam to do.
is fly Icelandic..
Beginning ~rill,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
. thru 23 year.; old

young Puffins

roundtrip from New

York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $4:1)

from Chicago. Return tickets are
good for a CuD
year. Fares are
subject to

change.

Book

anytime.

,/

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
, 1owfMes.
-;
You'D get a
'S';, great dirmer and
.
excellent service
ooyour trip. And
Icelandic will
set you down
right in the middle of the European Cootinent,
"
where you'D be
J ju~ hours away ~y
,if
train from Europe s
.j'
most famous
:,,}
landmarks.
,;.:1
So take a trnvel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Learn to fly Icelandic.
See your travd
8jent. Or write
lJept. #C3S'l,

.

Icelandic Airlines.
P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead,

~?

}:*';4,;J~)

__ 14$4()(i
$275

......

orip

from N.Y." •

Roundtrip Youth Fare. Good thru age 23.

Icelandic to Europe
'S295 from Chicago, TlCkels nasi be rrserved 45 cloys prior 10 departure and
paid lor wiJhin 8 cloys 01 reservaOOn. Add SI5 each Dy b mvel ... weekends.
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Letters to' the ';Editor: Arab/Israeli
Dear Editor:
Duringthe illegal Viet-Nam War,
many persons at the National
Law Center were at the forefront
of the opposition to an immoral
war. Now, there is another
nation, Isreal (sic), which is
indiscrima tedly (sic) killing
arabs, four arabs for every
Isreali (sic). It is time for men of
good will to say that enoung (sic)
is enoungh (sic).

UnitedStat~
gives this outlaw
nation which now can only
continue to exist through brute
force, since it has spent its moral
capital.
The United States should immediatedy
(sic)
cease
all
econonic (sic) and military aidto
Isreal (sic) and the middle
eastern arab states. Itshould be a
crime, punishable for forfeiture
of citizenship, to render any aid
or comfort to any belligerant
. (sic) state in the area. The
concerned, states should' slug it
out on their own, without being
surrogates for Russia or the
United States. .

Wha tever horrors may ha ve
caused the world to suffer 'the
creation of the Isreali (sic) state,
there can be no countenancing of
further Isreali (sic) saveragy
(sic) or immorality. A state
,
which lays claim for its existance
(sic) in high moral principals 'MyseH, I conclude that it is
inimical to' the best interests of
(sic), cannot continue to flout
elementrary (sic) rules of in- .these United States to continue to
support.a country that has only
ternational responsibility. Seven
hundred persons were killed in too well learned to apply lessions '
(sic) taught by the Nazis.
.
the recent illegal incursion into
Lebanon. Each one of these dead
Melvin A. Marshal
must know how much support the
Class of '78

'Terrorism

Dear Editor:
arm of evil." At the same time,
The Sabbath ended early for Israel's
Prime
Minister
over 100Israelis on.March 11. On Menachem Begin pleaded with
that day, terrorists, members of the civilized world to' refuse
the
so-caIIed
Palestine
recognition to the so-called PLO,
Liberation Organization went on and to help in !he fight against
a shooting spree outside of Tel terrorism in the world. By senAviv. Thirty-three Israelis and ding
troops
into southern
an American woman were killed; Lebanon, Israel has .asked the
scores of others were injured. world to give it some assurance
Various other attacks
from that terrorists will not be left free
Lebanon have killed and injured to prey upon '"its population.
scores more Israeli civilians. At
"
Maalot, 25 died, at Kiryay Seh- • On June 20, 1916, Secretary o~
mone, 18, at Kfar Yuval, 2, and at State Robert Lansing delivered a
the savoy Hotel, 8 tourists were note to the" Mexican 'envoy in
killed. Israeli settlements have Washington stating, "Bandits
been bombarded 1548 times by have been permitted to roam at
artillery, rockets and mortars- will through the territory conmostly from Lebanese territory. tiguous to the United States ...
In these attacks from Lebanon The frontier of the United States .
108 Israeli civilians - mostly :'. has been thrown into a state of
women and children - have died. .constant
apprehension
and,
"Several days after the Sabbath turmoil because of frequent and
attack, Israel moved troops into sudden - incursions ..
. It is
Southern Lebanon to "cut ofUhe unreasonable
to expect the

United States to withdraw its
forces from Mexican territory ...
whentheir presenceis the only
check upon further
bandit
outrages. "
It would be good for Israel's
critics to remember Lansing's
words, and to remember that
capitulation to terrorism leads
only to further terrorist activity.
Americans who safely sit in
buses on outings to the countryside should 'remember
the
scores 'of Israelis whose outing
ended in violence pei-petrated by
those who call themselves the
P a I e s ti n e
L i b era t ion
Organization.
As 'Israel's
Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
said, "Those who ask us to turn.
the other cheek have never been
slapped."
Robert King
ViceHChaUn>erson
, Jewish Activist Front

Indian Ambassador on U.S. Relations
by Shambhu Chrpra
siderations like affluence. power- and the importance of the New'
The International Law Society, rivalry,
monetary
aid and Delhi Declaration signed by the
concluded its activities for the
Prime Minister of India and
Spring semester with a talk by economic disparities between
President Carter will be realized.
the Ambassador of India to the developed
and
developinz
countries."
U.S.A., Mr. Nani Palkhivala, on
T'
,'"
April 12th, at the Marvin Center.
he Ambassador briefly exThe Ambassador, who is also plained India's stand on the
an eminent legal scholar and a Nuclear Non-proliferation treat)"
lawyer of the Supreme Court of and said that the treaty should be
-,
.
India and is the author of several
signed by all countries and must
books on constitutional and tax not be made to apply to oDIy ,
laws, spoke on 'Indo-American
developing countries. He was of
Relations.'
He identified six the view that
the treaty'
areas of interest in which India safeguards must be adhered to
\,Effective January 1, 1978, the
and America have,' common
by the U.S.A and the U.S.S.&' as District of Columbia Court of
,objectives.
These areas.vacwell.
Appeals began operating under a
cording to him, were human
Mr. Palkhivala, who holds a pllblishedset
of "Internal
rights,
adherence
to moral
doctrate
from
Harvard
Operating Procedures."
These.
principles and values, disarUniversity for his treatise
on procedures
complement
the
mament, peace, co-operation and "Taxation in India,' delighted.the
District of Columbia Court of
economic relations.
audience with his repertoire' of' Appeals Rules and are a must"
The Ambassador dwelt' upon quotations from the writings of reading for any practitioner of
the economic aid provided by the ' famous American writers and the Court.,.
.
United States to India over the thinkers. He. felt that India-and
The
Internal
Operating'
last 30 years and noted that India
United States have. special
Procedures are broken down into
owes a lot to the assistance
cultural and historical bonds, eleven brief sections dealing with
provided by the U.S.A. for its' which can be guaged from the such topics as duties of the Chief
emergence
as' a highly in- fact that when "Christopher
Judge and the Clerk of the Court,
dustrialized nation. He praised
Columbus discovered America,
calendaring and assignment of,
President
Carter's
stand on he felt that he had finally arrived
cases,
post argument
conhuman
rights
and briefly . in India." ,
ferences and opinion writing, and
recapitulated
the violations 0, ,f,_
He said that, what America
petitions for rehearing
' . Internal
human rights and freedoms-- . was to the first world India was to
Publication of the
committed by. the previous In- the third world. The resurgence
Operating Procedures capped an
dian
Govetnment.The
of democracy
in India was end to Chief Judge Theodore R,
restoration
of democracy
in
brought about through the ballot Newman's first year on the Court
India, according to him, "has
b?x, wif!1~?t. any bloodshed or and fuHille~ his promise to
brought the United States, and
Vlo~ence. Liberty was not a~ publish such a document.
India much closer than ever
optional extra IDa democr~cy,'
These procedures differ from
before, and the fact that the two he felt. The fact that President
'
countries being the "two largest ' carter spent more time in India
democracies in the world," have
thanjn any other country, the
a "special kind of psychological .Ambassador said, "proves that
and cultural
affinity, which
the two democracies have a
transcends aU the other con- special regardIor
each other,"

answer session. He was thanked
and appreciated
in, the perby the International Law Society
spectiveof time. _,
The Ambassador's speech was . President for his speech and a
reception followed thereafter.
followed by a brief question-

D.C."'Court-of Appeals
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Op~rati"g Procedure

LEIAL EDlIINI & IYPINI
Briefs- PETITIONS -Theses'

IHI ABILITY IROUP
-Re.u ... , Iyplng, Wrl'lng, ·EelI......
223':"0808
2026"1" St. //204
Washington D.C. 20006

Student'Rates
Next to Re

the District of Columbia Court reply. These time limits along
Rules in that they reflect the with the other time limits in the
inner workings of the Court, and operating procedures are quite
describe procedures which will satisfying
to attorneys
who
often have asubstantiveimpact always secretly felt that judges
on litigation, for example the should be bound by the same
procedure for obtaining hearings
stringent time restrictions
asen bane; and the related
attorneys
are
in appellate
. requirement
of an en bane
litigation.
They also fulfill
hearing to overrule a previous
another of the Chief Judge's
decision of the Court.
promises -tospeed
up, the
-c..
The most welcoine aspect of wheels of appellate justice.
the
internal.
operating
The
internal
operating
procedures as far as litigants are procedures also deal at length
concerned are the rigid time with the court's
summary
. limits the rules impose upon calendar, how a case gets on it,
decision making by the judges of and how you can get a case off of
the Court. Draft opinions must be it.
circulated t th th . d
f
In essence,' the District of
0
e 0180
er days.
JU ges 0 a
division within
The Columbia Court of Appeals Injudges receiving such a draft ternal Operating Procedures aremust disapprove of the' draft a necessary addendum to any
within 15 days, or their names attorney's copy of the court rules.
are added to the opinion as ap- A copy can be obtained free, of
proving. A judge must formally
charge from the Court of Appeals
request an extension of time to office in the new courthouse.
,

Co~nselors ~Vtlanfed
The ~BA s~eks presently-enrolled law student volunteers to offer
co~s~IIn~ g~dance and assist.ance to incoming students. Each person .
participating In the .pr?gram. WIll be requested to write a personal letter
to approxIm~tel~ SIX mcommg ~tud~nts. prior to the fall semester. In
ret';U"!1.for
~hell'aId, counselors wIll be InVItedto participate in orientation
actIvitIes.In August. Volunteers should contact Stephen Friedman or
Susan O'Keefe at t~e'SBAOffice in 301Bacon Hall (676-7150).
'
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March o'nSkokie:A Commentary
The Consflfufiona'izafion Of Judicia'Va'ues
by Joel J. Seidemann

libe
. in all cases, may·end up
decisions to refute the above
I rb~
destroymg the very values the:" assertion. In Ginzburg ",.U.S. 383
ACLU seeks to advance.
U.S.,463 (1966) the Court upheld
It is characteristic of any, true
There are some who unthe conviction of Ralph Ginzburg
conflict of values that the lessons d bt dl h
for obscenity.
Ginzburg had
to be learned from such a conflict
ou e y ave tried to avoid this
published three publications:
that
EROS,
Liason,
and
"A'
go beyond the spec iiiIC factual argument
rtai
I theACLU
d
ti sticks
11 .bto
ce am va ues ogma ica y y
Housewife's
Guide
to
setting.
ok·The case
N tiof The
I S Village
'al' t taking refuge behind. the Con- Pr
.
.
'political
of Sk ie v.
a ona. OCI IS
stitution.
"The ACLU isn't
- omiscutty."
The Court adParty of America is a prime blindly dogmatic,the
argument
mitted that standing alone these
example. The weight one gives to goes," it is merely supportive of publications might not be obthe competing values is deter- the rights guaranteed by the . scene. Ginzbur~ sought to mail
minative of the side one takes on Constitution. We are a 'governthese. publications
from the
this issue. Those who see, the, ment of laws and we must abide
villages of Intercourse and Blue
sensitivitiesofthe7,ooosurvlvors
by the law. The ACLU supports
Ball, Pa.Whensuch
mailing
of Nazi concentration camps dan
thevaluesthatthe
Iramers.jthe
al·
f
th
la
of
privileges
were'
denied,
he
theimmor Ityo
e nguage
founding
lathers)
have inmailed
them
from
Middlesex,
genocide as paramoun, t are corpora ted
into
the
Con. ,.
the stitution."
New Jersey. The Court found this
likely to support enJolmng
h
f
1
that
to
be very offensive and also
Nazi march. Others w
ee
Thus to ACLU proponents the
-',
f
~~
noted that Ginsburg'sadvertising
the abridgment of any type
question I'S not a' question of
deliberately
represented
the
speech, however pernicious the values, it is a question of enbod
publication.
as
erotically
speech may be, does not
e forcing Constitutional rights. The
arousing. This was all that the
well for all civil liberties, assert ACL'Uand others may sympathize
Court found necessary to affirm
that
' with the Jews of Skokie who will
Ginzburg's prison sentence. The
such speech must be tolerated. It be offended by the Nazi march,'
is a futile task to try t 0 d eeiide but the law says that freedom of Court didn't fear that it was
.
the door to further
which side is correct, since
an speech should override such ,opening
'
dilf . g
suppression of speech. It dealt
argument concerning
erm
interests. By arguing that the law
with the First
Amendment
values isn't susceptible to su ch allows such a march the, ACLU
bs
.t
issue by claiming that ~ cerny
analysis. It is for this reason that has no need to examine the
wasn't protected by the First
any lessons one may learn from legitimate
countervailing
inAmendment.
How the Court
the Skokie affair, must lie beyond terests. It may cl";n\ that l·t I'S
........
inferred this from the Conthe actual resolution of this being objective in supporting the
stitutional mandate of "Congress
conflict.
upholding of the Constitution, . shall make no law abridging the
The first lesson is one that the whl'le the Jews of Skokie are '
-freedom of speech," is easy to
d
h
ACLE learnt after defen ing t e being' subjective in asking' that
see. It.wasn't the intent of the
Nazis in Skokie. Rose Goldsen their
values
be
imposed
Framers that led the Court to this
<Cornell Univ. Sociology) has
upon others.
'decision.
It
was the conoften said that "you can't just do
stitutionalization
of their own
one thing." The ACLU was
This clever argument falters
values that led to the conclusion
unaware of this phenomenon.
upon examination of what the
that Ginzburg should go to jail.
After 2600 of its members
Supreme Court has done in the
Theywere clearly not amused by
resigned in protest over its past
in First
Amendment
Ginzburg's'behavior.
defense of Nazis in Skokie, the litigation. Such an examination
Yet, many would, find GinzGoldsen lesson became clearer to demonstrates that 'the· members
burg's behavior far less offensive
the ACLU.The
ACLU had of the Court are just as likely to
than the behavior of American
erroneously
believed
that
impose theirvalues upon the cons- Neo-Nazis. Ginzburg was mailing
you could just do one thing. T-he truction of the Constitution as
books to willing buyers. In adACLIJ
woUld act, and others
are the Jews of Skokie.Since the
mtion, the Court intimated that
would react.· It expressed sur- ",framers of the Constitution exthe publications themselves were
prise upon learning/of
the pressed no opinion on many ofthe
not obscene. The display of the
resignation of 2600 members. It First Amendment issues arising
swastika
is the .symobl of
had thought that it could support
today, the resolution of such
genoCide. The Court could quite
civil Hbertjes by defending Nazis, cases is dependent upon the
easily
determine
that
the
and that its members who saw values of the current members of 'language of genocide is utother legitimate countervailing
the Court.
terly without redeeming
social
interests, would accept such
value and is not deserving of
action mechanically. -,
The Illinois Supreme Court'
First Amendment
protection.
The ACLU, was surprised by decided that the Nazis could
The intention of the Framers
the resignations. It claimed that .' march in Skokie and could also
could even be invoked to support
the surprise was due to the fact display their swastikas.
The
the propositon that such'speech
that the ACLU had defended court feared that if it wOuld.was
not to be protected by the
Nazis before and such defense suppress the demonst~ation ~f
First Amendment. _.'
hadn't lead to a loss of support. the display'of the swastikas, thIS
One might argue that the display
While this argument is plauSible, would open the door, to governof the swastika
can't
be
there are other more persuasive
mental
regulation
of nonclassified as obscenity because
arguments why the ACLU failed' pernicious. speech. T~. co~t
obscenity. by' its very nature
to appreciate that its actions stated "How is one to dlstlngu~sh
excludes political speech. The
were bound to lead to palpable this from any otheroffepslV.e
swastilGl is the symbol of a
ramifications.
word (emblem'?) ... (We ) thmk It
political movement,
albeit a
is largely because gover~m~ntal
detestable one. This argument is
officials cannot- make prmclpled
persusaveas 'long as the spee~
Inherent in the ideology of the distinctions in this area, that the
in question expresses certa~
ACLUis a blindness to legitimate Constitution leaves matters of
political
. and
econ0I!lIc
competing interests. The Union taste and style so largely to the
viewpoints.
The "swastika
has taken an absolutist approach
individuaL"
This statement
symoblizes the' philosophy ento First Amendment questions, would seem to imply that the
bodied in Hitler's Final Solution.
regardless of the circumstances.
'court
lias never in the past
The bearers of .the swastika·,
It is doubtful that' the proponents
repressed speech on the grounds
support the deprivation of the
of such an approach
can that its content was abhorre.nt,
constitutional rights of Jews"
fUlly appreciate the sensitivities
for fear that such suppreSSIOn
Blacks and Non Aryans. One
01 concentration camp surVivors" would open the. door to .unwould be hard put to call the
or the immorlity
of the warranted
government
language of genocide, politcal
"language" of genocide. The 'regulation.
speech. Judge Fuld realized this
absolutist approach i~ores the
It takes .only
a 'cursor~
in granting an annulment to a
fact that blind support of ci'.id
examination of Supreme Cour

°

°

lady who didn't know that her
husband had been an officer, in
the German Army during WWII
and was presently a fervent
supporter of Nazi ideology. The
annulment was granted because
Fuld believed that the views of
the husband
went
beyond
or ph'il OSOp hlica I spee ch .
"A fanatical conviction; to be
effected where possible through
the mobilization. of superior

the march is held at City Hall. In
the former case, you are a
member of a captive audience
who shouldn't have to be subjected to offensive speech.

The _lllinois Supreme Court
would probably skirt this issue
and say that the VI'llage of Skokie
can constitutionally relegate the
Nazi march to City Hall since
resonable time, manner, and
place restrictions on speech are
force, that a race or group of valid under the First Amendpeople living in the same com- ment. (Ttte Supreme Court has
munity should be put to death as said this. See Adderley v.Fla.>
at Auschwitz, Belsen,Dachauor
db'
I be
- Buchenwald, evinces a diseased The .courtfeed
woul 0f VIOUSYh .
r
om
mind and makup which paralle Is Iimlting
h
d 0 uldspeec
d
bm
suc
an
b I a case,
.
th wo iti 0 so I y
the ground for annulment stated
a ancmg
hi
h e - dequi.. ies. th n
in the
...Domestic Relations searc Ing sue a ecision,
e
t
uld .
itabl weigh the
Law, where
the party
to fcourt thwo·t the:!DeVI h ~f the ,Nazis
a marriage is an idiot or lunatic."
ac
a
e speec 0
Kober v. Kober 16 N.Y. 2d 191 was offensive to Skokie Jews.
I
I
Illinoi
(1965). The above analysis isn't
This wou d vio ate
IDOlS own
meant to imply that the law tenet that since courts can't
k
..
I d d' t' ti
clearl y supports enjoining the ma e pnncip he i ISffme .' ons asd
Nazi march -. on Skokie. It is to what speec
h f IS 0 ensive
t it ti an I
.beeausethe law has no answer to unwort Y9
cons I u rona
'the difficult questions posed by. protection, it should not inquire
.
th
t t f
h It .
the march'that
courts must into e con en 0 speec.
IS
examine the values sought to be doubtful that the court would be
protected by the Bill of Rights in
intellectually honest enough to
d 't th .
. ht' g
f' the
accomodating all the interests.
a ml
elr welg m
0'
The invocation of the First
interests of Skokie citizens. It
Amendment
doesn't end the - could be merely affirm the
Sk k' d
tr t' n t City
, inquiry:
0 Ie
emons a 10 a
Hall by lableling it a "reasonable
Lenny Bruce once said: "You place restriction."
can't do anything with anybody's
The Illinois Court could have
body and make it dirty. It's
distinguishedlhe Supreme Court
mogical. When it's not mobile cases it relied upon, had it wanted
anymore, then its dirty." To to search a different decision. It
Lenny Bruce, the antics of ~lph
cited Cohen v. Cal. 403 U.S. 15
Ginzburg would not be obscene,
(1973), a Supreme Court decision
but the demonstrations of those which held that Cohen couldn't be _
supporting genocide would be. convicted for wearing a jacket
The Illinois Supreme Court has
(bearing the words 'Fuck the
taken the opposite'the'view, but Draft')' into a Los Angeles
not by looking to the Constitution,
courthouse. The Court found that
but by imposing its own values .on while such expression was ofan ambiguous phrase. (of the- fensive to some, forbidding
constitution)
particular words would run "a
While the Illinois Court in- substantial risk of suppressing
timates. that the First Amend- ideas in the process."
The
ment is
absolute, even its.legitimacy
of the Selective Serive
decision would have been dif- System was being questioned at a
ferent tinder slightly different
time of increasing debate over
circumstances.
In' Village of the war in Viet Nam. The display
Skokie, the Nazis plan to march
of the Swastika symbolizes Nazi
in front of the city hall.
mass murdet during WWII. No
Therefore, the court argued that
legitimate ideas are expressed
those who don't want to ,see this by the symbolic display of the
demonstration, need not showup.
movementthatsoughtto
commit
This rationale wouldn't justify
genocide, and such speech, can
allowing the Nazis to march
certainly be viewed as obscene.
down the streets of Skokie. In
such a case, the interests of the
Regardless of one's viewon the
Skokie citizens in not being Skokie issue, it is importnt to
subjected to offensive speech realize that the issue is a
(Le. fighting
words) might
moral
one
and
not
a
diminish the First Amendment
legal one.
Lawyers and
interests of the marchers. Would judges may play the game of
the Illinois Court say that the intellectual dishonesty in telling
rights of the Skokie citizens
Americans
what the First
override First Amendment in- Amendment means. But to those
terests or would they say that the ' of us who seek to intelligently
people'of Skokie can stay in their
discuss this issue, the issue is one
houses when the group marches
of values and seeking refuge
by? It is hard to predict what the behind the enigmatic
First
court would do. This hypothetical
Amendment merely begs the
would '-create more problems
question. As with all difficult
forthe Illinois Court since it is conflicts of values, the question.
more likely that there is a As with all difficult conflicts of
legitimate
interest
to be
values, the
questions
are
protected when a group marches
numerous, and the solutions
in front of your house, than when
remain elusive.
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WANTED: DEAN OF LAW
SCHOOL.
The
George
Washington University National
Law Center.is actively seeking a
dean to assume office commencing with the 1979-80
academic year. Applications;
nominationsand inquiries should
be addressed to Professor
...........................

Jerome A. Barron, Chairman,
Dean
Search, Committee
National Law Center;-~Georg~
Washington
University,
Washington, D.C. 20052.George
Washington University is an
equal opportunity and affirmative action employer.

The above advertisement appeared in the ABAJournal and
.the New York Times.

BALSA on Dean Search
To-the Members of the Dean (academically and otherwise) sensitive to' black students
Search Cerrvnittee, and. goals of the black law solelyon the basis of the selection
The Black American Law _ studentts) at George Washington of a new dean.
Student Association,George
University.
However, we intend to
(GW) Washington Chapter
In light-of the discussions and view the selection process as a
wishes to express its concern attention presently given to the mechanism which is intended to
about the selection of a new dean - true meaning of affirmative
provide all members of- the
for the academic year com- action, we feel that the University law school commencing in the fall semester, University may shed some light munity with a competent in1978-79.
Although
our on its present position regarding dividual who is committed to be
organization has failed to agree the issue of affirmative action at _ responsive to their needs at' the
, on a single nominee for the post, George Wasington.This is not to law -school. V!e,. as a. black
we fee the urge to petition the say that
B.A.L.S.A. _will ,student.orgamz~tlOn WIsh to
Committee to give' express measure the extent of the'< emphasize the Importance of
consideration to the selection of a University's views on main- se~ecti~g such an individual at
candidate who has demonstrated taining a deanery which is this 'bme,- Statement by the
a bonafide interest in the needs
GW Chapter of BALSA.

Criteria For A Dean

'~

'<-,

,importance of collegiality should
be stressed by insisting that
candidates have not only a
"capacity" toward that end but
also an active commitment to
bolstering University activities
in harmony with the mutual
interests of students, faculty, and
alumnU
-A strong, realistic interest in
and a talent for the development
of facilities and resources. and in
building alumni relationships;
(endorsed without modification).
(Comment: The candidates for
the deanship should be adept at
pursuing various sources of
revenue for- the National Law
Center, including: (l)procuring
a more equitable share of the
resources of George Washington
University; (2) ability to obtain
municipal and federal sources of
educational
funding;
(3)
capacity to cultivate additional
grants from philanthropic'
foundations as evidenced by
ideas for creative projects,
dedication to progressive legal
research, and familiarity with
benevolent benefactors; and (4)
skill at, obtaining alumni con-.
tributions. Moreover; building
alumni relations should encompass assistance in providing
occupational opportunities for

fellow,GWgraduates as well as
soliciting donations,
Furthermore, spending priorities
should focus on attracting additional high caliber faculty
members and on continued investigation and potential .adjustment ofplans for the physical
facility needs of the National Law
Center.)
-A strong commitment to the
importance
of
teaching
classroom and clinical instruction as well as a personal
appreciation of' the interests of
students and a demonstrated
dedication to the further
developmentof a faculty oriented
toward improvement in its
ability-to work with the student
body in the educational environment.
(Comment: This is a combination of the criterion proposed
in the March 17memorandum of
the resolution recommended by
the Faculty Dean Search Committee with a similar criterion
which appeared in the March 20
version.)

"

In addition to the above
comments on .the five criteria
recommended by the Faculty
Committee,the Student Committee considered the possibility
of. suggesting. that the list;·be

Continued from page 1. '
expanded to include several
other items of concern that were
not specifically addressed, in the
Faculty Committee's statement.
After extended deliberation it
was determined
that. the
following general comments
would be more appropriate in a
separate
categorization
of
,student preferences. (in order of
discussion and passage)
--A concern
for
the
recruitment of minorities and
women in the hiring of
faculty .and selection of the
student body.
-Support 'and promotion of
extracurricular activities, including student publications and
other organizations.

new

-A recognition that one of the
primary
attributes -, of the
National Law Center is the opportunity for students to obtain
employment in the surrounding
professional legal community as
an integral part of the learning
experience.
--A, -commitment to the
promotion of diverse course
offerings and to curriculumflexibility, with specttieemphasis on strengthening and
potential restructuring of core
subjects.

Students" Rescued
by Dana Dembrow
A crew of construction
engineers were called to GWlast
week when Law Center administrators discovered" that
'three students were trapped in a
romote corner of the basement
stacks. Evidently, when the
Jacob -,Burns library was constructed in 1967,a small wing on
the basement level of the former
library was accidentally sealed
off. Three law students were
studying inside and were wholly
absorbed in reading at the time.
They apparently were unaware
that a cinderblock wallwas being
constructed around them.
Since the, power for artificial
lighting was never terminated,
the students, remained in the
enclosurewithout realizing what
was going on. They were
discovered last .Tuesday when
one of them had to go to the
bathroom and began poundingon
the wall on the east side of the
lower floor. A perceptive firstyear student heard the noisesand
alerted- Dean Potts, who im-,
mediately hired a construction
firm to bring in heavy equipment
to dig underneath the library and

rescue the trapped students.
The students appeared to be in
remarkably good condition,
considering they had not seen
daylight for 11 years. When the
excavation team reached them,
one of the students anxiously
asked, "We' haven't missed
exams, have we?"
,
Medical experts examined the
trio and dicovered that they had
been able to survive by consumingconstant sustenance from
written law. The students were
evidently saved by digesting
eighteen sets of law journals that
had also been enclosedwhen they
were accidentally sealed in.
The students, who were
scheduled to',graduate in 1968,
asked to remain anonymous
when they were released by
hospital officials on April 17.
Dean Kramer has granted approval for them to graduate with
this year's class. provided that.
they successfully pass their
exams in May. The Advocate
tried to conductan interview with,
them but they were back in the
basement stacks cramming for
federal income tax and had no
time for comment.

photo by Barry J. GrO!llllllan
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CriJ!tinol'Code Threatens Civil Liberties
I

by Kurt Kobelt

stantive offenses designed to
Shield the government process
for popular criticism.

Ironically, during a period of
The House Criminal Justice
much discussion of reducing the
subcommittee
is presently
holding its fourth
week of civilcaseloads of federal courts
th~
hearings on HR6869, a massive HR6869 would increase
revision of the federal criminal federal criminal caseload over
code. Opponents of this bill, and four times from 40,000 cases a
its Senate version (S.1437), have year to 183,000 cases, according
to the testimony of Professor.
dubbed this legislation, "the son
John
Quigley. This enormous
ofSl." SI was an earlier attempt
to revise the federal criminal extension of federal jurisdiction
code which was killed in the would occur- through the exSenate last year in the face of pansion of the jurisdictional basis
widespread public opposition to ot:..a large number of offenses
the repressive measures woven traditionally left to state courts
(e.g., ~eft, robbery, .extortion
throughout its 700 pages. .
While some of SI 's most blatant blackmail, trespass, not), and,
t~e rem~va! ~f. the
provisions have been deleted, throu~
of Jurisdictional
S.1437-HR.6869 preserves many determination
factors from the province of the
of its predecessor's police-state
features, acording to National jury. F~r example, a ~udge would
Committee Against Repressive, determine that theft IS a federal
?ff~nse if the property is inv?lved
Legislation
member
Frank
Wilkinson, Nevertheless, S.1437 In Interstate commerce, or If the
sailed through the Senate with person crosses state lines in
only fifteen votes cast against it. connection with the crime. No
One explanation for the lack of provision is made for what would
significant opposition to S.1437 necessarily be an increase in the
of federal
agents
are the political tactics, of the number
required to deal with these adbill's principal sponsor, Senator
ditional responsibilities.
Edward Kennedy lD-Mass.>.
Section 1722 (extortion) and
Many liberals who opposed SI
section 1723 (blackmail> are
were misled by Senator Kenespecially significant because of
nedy'sassurances thatS.1437 had
their impact on labor. Section
been safely purged and that it
1722 elininates the exemption to
contained
several
desirable
the exortion
section of the
reforms. Some rather
slick
Hobbs Act for property damage
parliamentary maneuvers also occurring during a lawful strike
played a role in the bill's rapid for the purpose o( inducingan
passage through the Senate, such employer's
agreement
to
as the addition of over 350 pages
legitimate economic - demands.
to the bill on the Senate floor Further, these attempts to gain
without debate:
higher
wages
or improved
Opponents of HR.6869 are
working conditions
could be
arguing that the House adopt a construed as blackmail, defined
resolution which would kill the as "improperly subjecting any
bill in committee and require
person to economic loss or injruy
further hearings, since the large
to his business or profession". In
number of amendments required
short H.R. 6869 could involve
to ensure that the bill does not federal law enforcement officials.
infringe
on
traditional
in any labor disput that involved
democratic rights are unlikelybe
a threat of violence or economic
passed on the House floor.
coercion.
/
Part of what makes the extent
. Perhaps the-.most dangerous
of
HR.6869's
repressive
aspect of the bill is,the attempt to
measures difficult to assess lies insulate the military and other
in the bill's complexity and in the brandies of.government from the
wide range of activities it affects
impact of popular protest. New
- from reenacting the Comstock
provisions in the area of the
Act which prohibits the use of the
military - and national defense
postal
system
for
the
may be used to prevent the
dissemination
of
in- repetition,
of many. /draft
formation concerning abortion
resistance tactics used during the
to such unprecedented measures
Vietnam war and to prevent the
as preventive detention, a change . publication of secret government
which radically undermines the
documents, such as the Pentagon
concept of presuming
that
papers.
Section
1115. ,(Qbcriminal defendants
are instructiing Military Recruitment)
nocent.
makes it an offense in time of war
(including undeclared ones) to
The principal basis for an
create a "physical interference
application
of HR. 6869 to
or obstacle" to the recruitment
politically unpopular groups~nd
or conscription of persons. into
individuals is the rejection ofthe\
.the military or to incite others to
traditional principle that penal
evade militarv sprvil'P
statutes are to be strictly construed in favor the accused.
In addition,
sections
on
Instead, section 112(a) states
Classified
Information
and
that statutory ambiguities are to Receiving Stolen Information
be construed so as to ':effectuate
would impose restrictions on the
the general purpose of this title" - press which reinforce the current
- law enforcement. Construing
government
interpret~tio~.
of
penal statutes in favor of the existing laws as making It a
Government has a more far- criminal
offense, to publish
reaching impact in light of other "classified information." In the
nrovlstons which significantly
eyes of many journalists, this
expand federal jurisdiction and amounts to an Official Secrets
create categories of new sub-

,
Act.
explained?
Some view the
the working class majority. In
Sections dealing with Offenses repressive
aspects
of this
order to preserve this base of
I n v 01 v ing
G ov e rn men t legislation as merely a remnant
support, the capitalist state uses
Processes include Orwellianof Nixonian paranoia;
others
a
complex
structure
of
sounding titles, such as Failing to attribute the lack of significant
ideological and legal institutions'
Obey a Public Safety Order opposition to the bill to Senator
to disguise the class content of its
(section 1801), Obstructing a Kennedy's railroading
tactics.
policies and to 'filterout' working
Government Function by Fraud
While these explanations are not
class demands.
or Physical Interference
(sec- without some merit, they fail to
However, this delicate balance
tions 1301-2), and Hindering Law analyze the phenomenon of SIbetween capital accumulation
Enformcement (sections 1311), S.1437-HR 6869in a wider social
and legitimacy is undermined by
While the limitations of the broad
context. Such an analysis would
a stagnating economy and the
language used in these sections
suggest that this legislation·
persistance
of
the
postare difficult to predict, ACLU represents a recognition by both
Watergate
cynicism
in the
representative
John Shattuck
liberals and conservatives of the
legitimacy of existing political
testified that, "virtually every .common class interests at stake:
arrangements.
The apparent
mass demonstration would; at a need to use authoritarian
.failure
of
traditional
Keynesian
one moment or another
fall measures to prevent the further
remedies to solve these conomic
_within these sections." .If, for " intensification
of the conexample, a judge issued a in- tradictionsand crises endemic to problems calls for qualitatively
newforms of state interventiion
junction
against
the recent
advanced capitalist societies.
in
areas of economic activity
Bakke demonstration
under
The primary
contradiction
section 1328 violators would be ' faced by the capitalist state is which capital ' can no longer
perform.
subject to criminal penalties
one of maintaining its legitimacy
The curtailment of democratic
(and under the inchoate crimes
as' it becomes increasingly in-,
rights
embodies
in S.1437secti~ns, so would anyone who volved in the process of capital
HR.6869, then, can be seen as a
discussed
or
urged
such
accumulation. The state, in order
response to the delegitimatizing
violations or were present ata
to ensure a stable source of
impact
of a set of economic
meeting where "violaticns were revenues, must try to maintain
policies
whose
orientation
discussed as a tactic).
. and create the conditions in which
towards
the
business.
community
How is one to account for the the profitable accumulation of is increasingly obvious
. This
preservation of these repressive
capital is possible. However, in
buttressing
of
the
state's
provisions in S.1437-HR.6869?
order to ascertain these general
repressive apparatus, however,
Why are they being largely
requirements,
the state must
must be seen as a sign of
ignored or discounted by the maintain a certain distance of
weakness, as an anticipation and
liberal politicans who led the autonomy' from any particular
fear of the growing resistance to
Jight against Sl? How is the wide sectorof capital.
the current offensive on the gains
range of bi-partisan support for
This relative autonomy of the
of the 1960's required to clear the
the bill (especially the curious
state from capital also helps it to
way for the juggernaut of capital
alliance
between
Senators
maintain its legitimacy-and
to
accumulation.
Kennedy and Thurmond) .to be receive the loyalty and support of

LEGAL. CONFERENCES
inWashingfon, D.C.
April 25-26: The International
. Law Section of .the American
Bar Association will conduct a
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON
INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN
RIGHTS LAW AND PRACTICE at the International Inn.
The
Institute
features
representatives from the State
Department,
leaders of international
human
rights
organizations,
members
of
Congress, law professors, and
private
practitioners
ina
programmatic overview of law,
procedure,
and
policy.
Registration is only $10 (onesixth the attorneys' rate) c.o.
ABA National Institutes, ABA,
1155 E. 60th St.
Chicago, Ill.
60637, (312) 947-3600.
April 27-28: The Labor Relations
Law Section .of the American .
- Bar Association will conduct a
NATIONAL· INSTITUTE ON
LABOR RELATIONS LAW IN
THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY at the Hyatt Regency.
The Institute
features
experienced lawyers from labor,
management and government
and
will
examine
contemporary issues in labor law-and, proposed legislation in
construction
contracting.
Tuition is $40coo the ABA at the
above address.
.
May 19-20:-The Equal Employment Litiga tion Clinic of
Howard University School of
Law will conduct its third
annual conference entitled- A

NEW ERA IN EQUAL .EMPLOYMENT
LITIGATION?
THE
PRACTITIONER'S
PERSPECTIVE
at
the
University Clinic at 2935 Upton
Street. N.W. Registration for
the conference is $15.00
payable to the Employment
Litigation Clinic coo Howard
University School of Law.'
May 4-6: The Council on Taxation
of the Federal Bar Association
will present
a TAX LAW
CONFERENCE presenting a
comprehensive
-program of
current tax developments for
government and private tax
attorneys. The-conterence will
include a general sessions
overview of issues in taxation
, as well as spectallzed vconcurrent sessions. Registration
is $120, but a limited numer of
, scholarships are available to
persons who apply to the
Conference Secretary of the
Federal Bar Association, 1815H
Street, N.W., Washington; D.C.
20006.(638-0252),
May. 10: The Committee on
Federal Practice of the Federal
BarAssociation will present a,
SEMINAR ON EFFECTIVE
WRITTEN ADVOCACY for the
, government
and
private
practitioner
who wishes to
become a more' effective advocate. Participants include a
number of judges and practitioners and registration is $85,
although a limited number of

full scholarships are available
to law students. Further information may be acquired
from the Conference Secretary
at the FBA adress above.
May 12: The Patent, Trademark
and Copyright Law Committee
of the Federal Bar Association
will conduct a WORKSHOP ON
THE NEW UNITED STATES
COJ:»YRIGHT
' LA W
in
Arlington, presenting an indepth practical-analysis of the
new
copyright
law.
Registration is $60 coo the FBA
but law student scholarships
-will be awarded to selected
applicants.
The joint Committee on Continuing Prfessional Education of
the American Law Institute and
the American Bar Association
will conduct the following conferences ill Washington, D.C.:
May 12-13: Construction Contracting in the Middle East:
Problems and Solutions.
May 25-26: International
ADtitrust Law.
, Junet-s: Legal Issues in the Coal
Industry.
The American Bar Association is
presenting these conferences
June 2-4: Regulation
of Insurance
(sponsored
by the
Section
of
Insurance
Negligence and C(npensatio~
Law).
June 23-24: New Criminal Code
(sponsored by the Section of
Criminal Justice),

----
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Student
TraHic
Court:
-

View Irom- the Law School

,
defendant argued that the sign licenses and the ticket-taker
. -"But anyway, the car wasn't Mellonbut here's what I learned:
When I entered the courtroom restricting
parking to the began scratching his head and mine so I had no reason to If you think you're entitled to
two of the judges were already - director ONLY,did not apply to transcribing my addresses. Next 'acquire a parking decal in ad- student parking vrates vat GWseated
across
from
the the space that he had occupied. he demanded registration. '~I vance even if I had known that I 'merely because' you're a GW
_ prosecutor and -the defendant. Anyway, he said.. the.~director don't have the registration
needed one."
student, guess again. If you think
One of them fumbled with a tape doesn't need two spaces , the sign card," I said. "Why not?" he
"And furthermore," I con- you can use U.S. currency to pay
recorder and the other com- was not in the right place, there asked. "This is a stolen car," I tinued, "the University has an ....for your use of the GW lot, you
mented on the propriety of was plenty of room, it was during jolted. A couple of security
obligation to post notice at the probably just went 0 for 2. The
recording over the tapes of prior blizzard, and a fine of $10was too guards had taken interest by this entrance of the lot to the effect. procedure to follow is something
hearings, but the roles were sided steep for such a violation. The time and .they weren't very that student decals must be like this: First go to the parking
in the interest of justice and the prosecutor pointed out that the amused..
exhibited 'in order to obtain ..officeat 2211HStreet, N.W.Get a
proceedings went on.
amount Of the fine for established
They examined my collection student rates." (I expected to be parking application and fill it out.
A bumbling metropolis traffic violations was not discretionary,~of cards and concluded that I was called out of or_~erat this junc-_. Then bring the completed apcourt? No, just an imitation. This but upon cross-examination by subject-to a fee of three dollarsture
for raising a dispute over plication,
along with the
is the Student Traffic Court of the defendant she admitted, and eighty-some cents as a rulemaking in an adjudicatory registration to your vehicle, to
George Washington University.
"There's enough room for two "visitor" in the student lot. They hearing, but such technicalities the Director of Parking. -If you
I went back to reading Con. cars but there aren't two wrote an invoice and instructed are justifiably
inappropriate don't have a registration car, you
Law while we waited for the spaces."
me to sign. "But I .am aGW
when the ruling body in the ad- will need to have a statement of
proceedings to begin. Konil{s berg
She also complained that the. student," I insisted, "I won't sign , judicatory proceeding is not the ..' ownership signed. and notarized.
v, State Bar, 353U.S.252(1957)defendant was blocking an oil<a statement to obligate myself to proponent of the policy that is The parking authorities will then
the Supreme Court reviews the tank; but after diagramming the pay a visitor's rate." "You're not being erlticized.)
grant approval for you to pick up
decision of the California Board area, complete with garbage getting out of here if you don't,"
.I continued by cross-examining a parking decal from the counter
of Bar Examiners not-to admit dump, the accuracy of the said one of the guards. With the the two parking attendants, as at the southwest corner of the
the applicant to the practice of alleged violalion was still at push of a button a huge metal well as the person playing Marvin Center bookstore. PUt the
law on the basis of his failure to issue. The judges adjourned for gate lowered in front of me and prosecutor,
all of whom decal on your car's forehead.
show good moral character and conference in camera and another guard began barricading repeatedly. asserted without Then return to the bookstore and
his refusal to answer questions returned with a compromise in mypoor bug from behind. I reservation that such a sign was . purchase the appropriatenuniber
pertaining to possible association -Judgment. The student was found was trapped. (I wonder how so already posted and obviously of parking tickets according to
with the Communist Party. (I guilty but the fine was reduced. many assaults and rapes could visible to anyone entering the lot. the schedule of rates which is
wonder if they can really tell
Finally it was my turn. (Not occur in a fortress like thatwhen: I maintained that the sign was listed at the entrance to the lot.
when you're a good boy?)
'nearly as bad a wait as D.C. the boobs in blue are so efficient simply not there. The court Congratulations. Now you are
Before I could read further the Traffic Court.)
at collecting parking fees.)commissioned OQeof the at- ready to rent from GW
judges gave up waiting for the -The. activities preliminary to
I accepted the statement,
tendants to check·out
the
University .six or seven square
rest of their '.panel and the my alleged infraction I-did not crossed out the numbers in the discrepancy in the testimonyand
meters of concrete three blocks
proceedings began;
relate to the court. I had drifted space where it said "amount when he returned he revealed from Stockton Hall for a mere
The first case on the docket was out of Federal Income Tax with a due" and replacedthemwith "in - that the sign was invisible.
._ $2.24per day, although next year
GWU v. Simea. The defendant couple of colleagues one evening dispute."
The
presiding
The court imposed' a' fine of ....the rates are going up to $2.50per
was unable to appear but sub- and we decided to have a beer beauracratic cog couldn't handle $2.25,based on the student rate day and $45.00per month. (Don't
mitted a statement for the before attempting the voyage it any more and decided to-call for parking. The prosecutor
ask what happens if you run out
prosecutor to read on his behaH.. home. Just one,we promised. But the manager; A man who didn't corrected the judgment to $2.24.I· of gas back at step 3.)
"I am a law student," it said. "lone of our number-was in league. speak- English came over and thanked her for the penny and
Can you imagine the adhave practically no spare time." at the bar as Jody Powell and filled out another form which asked if she could provide me .ministrative complexity that is
His defense was a long and sad .friends strolled in, so we decided stated that I owed the University .with a statement of GW's parking required to organize something
one which began ;Withan apology to stick around to see if the some four bucks. I Signedit again ' regulations so that Icould publish ._the magnitude of GWU? That's
· for not having the time to appear President's boys could stay out of after crossing out .the improper it in the law school newspaper to '. nothing compared to what real
lin court. The tale was faintly trouble. Just plain people, it amount. '.
.
.
help keep GW law students ad- lawyers must muddle through
familiar. It went a little like this: seemed; except . that'
He pretended not to notice my vised of what the University does every day on behalf. of their
The Law School is' not very you've seen a face or two in the scribblings .and tore off the for us. She suggested that I try to clients. (Good luck.)
much in touch with GW. I parked newspaper and heard their bottom portion of the invoice. He, trace down Mr. Mellon at the
'
my car in the student lot, not names on TV. The Carter crowd handed it over and advised me to Parking Office.
Copyright (c} 1978 by Dana
realizing that the rest of the appeared to be at home in remit within five days. "No," I
Lnever got in touch with Mr. Dembrow
University was on spring break. Washington. .
.
. responded, and as he opened the
.
After I left I discovered that the
We stayed at-the Class Reunion gatewayto freedom I tossed the .
Marvin Center wasn't open, and I for a little while and discussed a crumpled statement to his feet.
therefore could not exchange my few worldly realities neither
Fortunately, that isn't exactly
Fedefal Reserve Notes Jor cf realized nor affected by our how the prosecutor told it in
specially
color-coded
pre- consideration. Then we parted court, though the substance of the
punched
tri-appended
con- our ways and I walked back to the allegations were intact. She
Continued from page 1
sistently
quantified
warning,
parking lot, got in my borrowed assessed me with two fines: a $5
.
waiver, license, contract
of car, and performed a high-speed penalty asa student who failed to
Unfair Trade Practices, and and their approval by the ICC
· bailment, and statement of
counter-elockwise spiral toward display a sticker and another $4 includied
large
doses of even though the rates affected
implied conditionei! unilateral
the center of the earth. Mter fee as a non-student who didn't- copyrights, trademarks, etc. in everybody in the United States.
covenants otherwise known as descending to ground level, the pay visitor's rates.
addition its conswner protection In a famous line prompted by the
"ticket." Upon my attempt to communication began.
I pointed out to the court that aspects ..The idea of "corrective
Solicitor General's argument
evacuate my wheels from GW's
"Where'syourparkingdecal?"
the
prosecution
was advertising"
grew out of' that these were only students
cement beehive, the guy who the ticket-taker asked. "What's a simultaneously contending that I
controls that long horizontal
parking decal? .... I responded. was neither a _visitor nor a classroom discussions about tile bringing the action in order to get
weaknesses
.of .the FTC's a law school grade, the Court
striped red bar. refused, to ac- "Let me see your driver's student. (I cannot understand
procedures -and how they .could said: "Of course, pleadings must
cept ci couple of pictur-es of license, student ID's, and vehicle why people have such trouble
be improved.
-.
be something more than an
George
Washington
in due registration," said the employee classifying me.)
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'-_.~
ingenious academic exercise in
compensation for the footage of the powers that be.
Like the earlier law student, I
At least one of the original, the conceivable." (412 US 669)
.provided. I had to sign a conI handed him my student lO's, based my argument to the court
SOUPstudents,
Peter Myers, has
SOUPer Peter Myers was also
fession of-excessive debt in order pondering why his request on the fact that law students are
remained
a
legal
activist.
He
was
the
attorney who·filed .therecent
to gain access to my freedom.
sounded so familiar. The un- out of touch. "I didn't have a
the project supervisor of the action against. the spraying of
• The judges contemplated the fortunate agent at the ticket parking decal because I didn't fill
student group SCRAPwhose case marajuana. Since he formally
law student's sorrowful plea and boothagain requested by driver's·. out' a parking appHcation
resolved the issue against him in license. "Name your jurisdic- because I never heard of a before the Supreme Court helped served as associate counsel of
Baznhaf's
antiorder to avoid permitting tion!" I replied. (I have ~lready parking application because I to establish the modern liberal Professor
someone to appeal without ap- been thoroughly prepared by the didn't get a Student Handbook rules with regard to the standing smoking organization and helped,
pearing.
D.C. authorities and always because I didn't participate in of public interest organizations. establish no-smoking sections on
The next case was procedurally carry identification appropriate _registration because I didn't In that case the Supreme Court all commercial airplanes, he is a
fuller, involving a witness for the for the enforcement officer at the want to stand in line to pick up held that an organization of three good example of the fact that the
defendant as well as a couple of situs of absurdities likely to be information
on
parking· law students had standing to' principles of Legal Activism can
3" x 3" color photos of the scene committed,)
regulations." Ooops,a fatal flaw. challenge the environmental be applied to many different
aspects of railroad-freight rates, situations.
of the alleged infraction. The I handed over my drivers Maybe more than one,
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